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The Relationship between Science & Skepticism
Greek culture produced hundreds of often contradictory philosophies and worldviews. The sheer number of
ideas produced by the Greeks made thinkers like Socrates wonder if any of it could be trusted. One
philosopher argued the world was made entirely from the element water; another argued it was made from
air; and still another suggested the world was composed of fire. Thinkers did not just disagree about the
material that made up the world; they disagreed about things like justice, the ideal society, the role of the
gods, love, art, and the meaning of life.
There was a tendency in these early Greek thinkers to emphasize the importance of conclusions as opposed
to questions. If you start at the conclusion, without properly testing it first (by asking questions), you risk
ending up believing something that isn’t real is real. For this reason a new type of thinker called a skeptic
emerged emphasizing the importance of asking questions and possessing a questioning attitude. Skepticism
is a powerful tool of discernment because skeptics do not go into a problem thinking they already have all
the answers. Instead, skeptics are humble and keenly aware of how hard it is to truly figure out what is
actually happening when they are studying a problem. There is always a risk of believing in belief, so to
speak.
The Greek poet Hesiod asserted things like crops failed or disease broke out because it was the will of the
gods. However, skeptics like Thales of Miletus rejected supernatural explanations in favor of a more
scientific approach. Thales looked to material and visible causes for events. When we are practicing science
we are not interested in who created the world but what the universe is made of; scientists are not interested
in the assumed purpose of a thing but how that thing came into existence. Scientists explain the world in
terms of forces like gravity, friction, heat, momentum, etc. and not in terms of the will of divine beings (who
may or may not even exist in the first place). The change of emphasis—moving from who (gods) to what
(matter)—contributed to the eventual emergence of skepticism in the Greek world and beyond.
The reality is no one has ever actually seen the gods; these divine beings were simply been posited (thought)
into existence. Socrates, one of history’s more noteworthy thinkers, argued it made no sense to try to have
knowledge about the gods when one did not first understand oneself. The gods, if they even existed, were
fundamentally unknowable. Therefore, it was justified to not only have doubts about their existence but also
their alleged activity on the earth. The physical world, on the other hand, was right in front of us there to be
examined and could be induced (encouraged) through science to give up her secrets.
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The Skeptic’s Toolkit
The following tools were drawn from a thoughtful reading of Carl Sagan, Stephen Hawking, Peter Abelard
and William of Ockham. For people concerned with thinking well and clearly it’s vital they make use of the
following skills and considerations.
Carl Sagan

William of Ockham, Stephen Hawking, Peter Abelard

1). Whenever possible there must be an independent
confirmation of “facts”. Don’t just believe what
you’re told or accept what you read without
qualification.

1). Ockham’s Razor: if you have two competing
hypotheses explain what you see equally well you
should choose the simpler explanation. For example,
you can explain that your car keys are missing
because you’ve simply misplaced them or you can
argue the neighbor’s kid came into your house to
hide them. The simpler of the two explanations is
you’ve personally misplaced them because the
“neighbor kid hypothesis” requires a). the kid to
know when you arrived home, b). have access to
your house, c). avoid detection, and d). the neighbor
willing to risk getting caught.

2). Arguments from authority carry little weight
because “authorities” have made mistakes in the past
(they will do so again in the future); it is better to say
in science there are no authorities, only experts.
3). Entertain the possibility of an alternate
explanation, e.g. if the History Channel tells you
aliens constructed the pyramids in Egypt, possess a
questioning attitude and ask whether this is a
plausible explanation or not.
4). Don’t get overly attached to a hypothesis just
because it’s yours. Ask yourself why you like the
idea. Compare it fairly with the alternatives. See if
you can find reasons for rejecting it. If you don’t,
others will.

2). Seek out simple, elegant explanations. Some
people read the word “simple” and assume it means
“simplistic”. Actually, the word “simple” in this case
means seek out explanations that aren’t unnecessarily complex; that is, seek out explanations
that are elegant and supported by the available
evidence.
3). Use systematic doubt and question everything.

5). Quantify. If whatever it is you’re explaining has
some measure, some numerical quantity attached to
it, you’ll be much better able to discriminate between
competing hypotheses.
6). If there’s a chain of argument, every link in the
chain must work (including the opening premise)—
not just most of them. If a single link is proven false
or is untrustworthy, then you should doubt the whole
argument and try to rework your thinking to reflect
the evidence.

4). Learn the differences between statements of
rational proof and those merely of persuasion.
5). Be precise in your use of words and expect
precision from others.
6). Watch for error (even in Holy Scriptures).

7). Ask yourself whether or not your hypothesis can
be, at least in principle, falsified. For example, God’s
existence is completely unfalsifiable. You must be
able to check assertions out. Other skeptics must be
given the chance to follow your reasoning, duplicate
your experiments to see if they get the same results.
Like all tools, the baloney detection kit can be misused, applied out of context, or even employed as a rote
alternative to thinking. But applied thoughtfully and judiciously, it can make all the difference in the world—
especially when evaluating our own arguments before we present them to others.
4
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Cats, Ouija Boards & Astrology
“You’ll find superstition a contagious thing. Some people let it get the better of them.”—Curt
Siodmak
How Do I Know What I Know?
When I was eight I watched an episode of Buck Rogers and the 25th Century. In this episode, an
evil Vorvon—a ludicrous space vampire—drained the soul from its victim's body through
strategically placed pinky and fore fingers. I look back and think to myself: why was I so frightened
by this? I suppose it had something to do with the fact I was eight years old and struggled to
distinguish between fiction and reality; and like most eight year olds I didn’t have an adequately
developed Baloney Detection it.
The idea of Vorvons actually existing had me wrapping a
blanket around my neck for the next 20 years. I didn’t do this
because at the age of 28 I actually believed space vampires
existed. I did this because during some formative years I
believed and, as it turns out, the long habit of thinking a thing
true gives the object of that faith a superficial appearance of
being right.1 Fear, in a sense, is habit-forming. There is a
surprisingly large number of habits, instead of thoughts,
bouncing around our minds we think are facts.

Figure 1 The Vorvon attacking the character
th
Wilma from Buck Rogers and the 25
Century.

We know (especially as adults) space vampires do not
exist. Yet, I wonder: why are so many of us incapable of
applying this same skepticism to all of our beliefs? Why are
we selectively critical? For instance, why does Tom Cruise
accept, as a Scientologist, that some ancient galactic overlord
named Xenu existed while at the same time doubting the
Easter Bunny exists?2 Why is one thing trustworthy and the
other ridiculous?

How do I know what I know?

1

I am alluding to Thomas Paine and something he wrote in his book Common Sense in 1776: “A long habit of not
thinking a thing wrong, gives it a superficial appearance of being right, and raises at first a formidable outcry in
defense of custom. But the tumult soon subsides. Time makes more converts than reason.”
2
According to Scientology the origin of all our psychological problems is the result of an alien warlord named Xenu
murdering billions of his people on earth 75 million years ago. This secret wisdom is only shared with the highest level
Scientology members who have to pay to progress through the various levels; it’s usually a good indicator you’re
dealing with nonsense if money is being exchanged for initiation or privileges. By contrast Plato’s teacher, Socrates,
never accepted any money whatsoever for teaching.
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For any belief to be true it must be supportable. For example, if I go to the dinner table I assume
nobody will take my chair away before I sit down. Also, I assume my chair won’t break. These two
simple beliefs form a chain of dependency, i.e. a chain where each link supports and confirms every
other link. The links in this case are supported primarily by logic: most people I’ve met aren’t jerks
and most chairs I’ve come across can bear my weight; therefore, I sit in certainty.
As useful and necessary as logic is it can be used to justify irrational things. Human beings are great
at systematically creating complex systems of thinking to support nonsense. The Catholic Church,
for instance, argued the surface of the moon was completely smooth like a billiard ball because no
sin had ever taken place there. The earth by comparison, with its mountains, valleys, etc. and other
imperfections was the product of the presence of sin. That same Church also required people
believe human males had one fewer rib than females so our skeletons would match nicely with the
story of Adam and Eve in Genesis.
Let’s further explore humankind’s seemingly unlimited capacity to believe in pseudoscience—let’s
look at Western astrology. 3
Astrology is used by approximately 10% of us as a daily guide how to live, what to decide and so
on. People who believe astrology is valid make a number of unqualified assumptions.4
1). Astrology is an ancient science.
2). There are only five total planets in the universe.
3). The sun revolves around the Earth.
4). The Earth is flat.
5). The Earth is surrounded by a crystal sphere.
6). The Earth is at the center of the universe.
7). Stars and planets are gods orbiting around the Earth.
8). There are four "earthly" elements: air, water, fire and earth.
9). There is a fifth element called aether.
10). Stars create constellations and each constellation is associated with a planet.
So let's take a peek and see what's going to happen to me today. If the predictions made by my
horoscope are accurate I can use this “knowledge” to enjoy some success or enjoy some other
benefit. In order to do this, I need to first look up my horoscope. 5 I'm going to go to a reputable

3

Western astrology is only one of many, e.g. Burmese, Chinese, Electional, Horay, Horoscopic, Natal, Indian, Sri
Lankan, Tibetan, Celtic, Judicial, Mayan astrology, etc. are all forms of astrology. This list is by no means exhaustive.
4
All of us have to make assumptions about the world; however, there’s a difference between a qualified and
unqualified assumption. When it comes to a qualified assumption we make a point of testing claims against physical
reality, logic and/or experience. In the case of unqualified assumptions, the individual makes no attempt whatsoever
to test a claim but support the assumption by invoking “magical reasoning”, i.e. it just works!
5
Astrology is inconsistently applied, i.e. go to four different horoscope sites and you’ll find four different readings.
There’s nothing “systematic” about astrology; it’s just one of those habits people in the West inherit and mindlessly
adopt.
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sounding website called www.astrology.com. I was born on June 16, 1971. This makes me a
Gemini and my corresponding element is "air" (though I’m partial to “fire”).
Pay special attention to the nature of the claims made by the website’s authors below.
According to astrology, the "air" element signifies the following about me:








I use my mind to make sense of my life. Who among us doesn’t do this?
I am detached, aloof, remote and cool. Everyone possesses these qualities to varying
degrees. Why would someone born on May 21st (Geminis are born between May 21st and
June 21st) possess these qualities in greater amounts than, say, someone born on May 20 th?
I talk my way through feelings instead of allowing myself to fully experience emotions. This
is patently absurd. If anything the opposite is true: I would like to experience emotions a lot
less than I actually do.
I am flexible, an excellent communicator, storyteller, interpreter and journalist. Well, I
certainly like flattery—so sure, I am an excellent communicator, etc.
I am curious. Curiosity is a quality shared by every human being on the planet.

Both fortune tellers and horoscope authors use a technique called “cold reading” 6 to make people
believe what they’re told about the future.
Horoscope for a Gemini on August 20, 2010
From: www.astrology.com/horoscopes/gemini/daily-horoscope/today
You may not be able to rely on friends or colleagues as much as you would like today, and that
could mean that you need to go it alone for a big presentation or purchase you'd rather share.
Firstly, the horoscope predicts I have either friends or colleagues. This prediction is what is called a
high probability hit. Everyone has either a friend or a colleague. Thus, this is hardly revelation.
Secondly, my horoscope predicts I might need to go it alone on a big presentation or to complete a
big purchase. Interestingly, at the time I wrote this article I was finishing the deck for my house and
I had to fork out a couple hundred bucks for materials to complete a railing. I guess horoscopes
really are quite accurate. Then again the word “might” implies I may or may not do something. So
if I do what it says I will then the horoscope’s author can claim a “hit” and if I don’t do it then they
can also claim they made a successful prediction.

6

A set of techniques used by fortune-tellers to imply they know a lot more about people than they actually do.
Without prior knowledge, a practiced cold-reader can quickly obtain a great deal of information by analyzing the
person’s body language, age, clothing or fashion, hairstyle, gender, sexual orientation, religion, race/ethnicity, level of
education, manner of speech, place of origin, etc. Cold readings commonly employ high-probability guesses, quickly
picking up on signals as to whether their guesses are in the right direction or not, then emphasizing and reinforcing
chance connections and quickly moving on from missed guesses; it is key to note that people listening to a cold-reader
(psychic, fortune-teller, horoscope writer) tend to ignore the many misses (errors) and a tendency to remember only
the hits.
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Win, win.
The fundamental problem with language used by astrologers, and pseudo-scientists 7 in general, is
they hide behind ambiguous terms and concepts, i.e. terms/concepts we can interpret in more than
one way. Pseudo-scientists claim they “know stuff” but once you get passed appearances their talk
constitutes little more than the intellectual equivalent of hand waving distracting us from thinking
clearly. With thinking clearly in mind, let’s examine the foundational dependencies of astrology
itself to determine whether or not there’s some validity to it.
Astrology is a science. If astrology
makes accurate predictions about a
person's future then it can be
considered a science.8 But for astrology
to be considered a science its claims
must be capable of being falsified. 9 If
we believe in the value of intellectual
honesty, we cannot just accept
astrology's predictions are valid on face
value. We have to test these claims whenever possible. The ability to falsify a claim is ultimately
what sets apart random claims (pseudo-science) from genuine or real science. If I do not attempt to
falsify or test a claim, then by implication any claim about the future made by an astrologer could
be considered as valid as the next. For example, I could ask my cat to help me answer a question
like "Should I start a new career?" by using the yes/no feature found on an Ouija board. If the
astrologer’s technique isn’t based on something real or demonstrable, and if astrologers are just
using guessing and cold-reading, then my cat’s advice is just as trustworthy as the world’s most
qualified and experienced horoscopist. In short astrology does not constitute a science so much as a
belief system.
There are only five planets in the universe. Unfortunately for astrology, three additional planets
were found after this belief system was invented, e.g. Uranus in 1690, Neptune in 1846 and Pluto in
1930. Pluto actually was downgraded to a dwarf planet as of 2008 (and as of 2016 there’s evidence
7

Pseudo-scientists create systematic or elaborate systems of knowledge without actually proving that what they’re
selling or telling us is either accurate or true. Astrologers claim our destinies are shaped by the positioning of the stars
without providing anything resembling genuine proof as to why this is so. Acupuncturists and homeopaths alike argue
“strategically placed needles” or “new water” can cure diseases. If this actually was the case, and acupuncture or
homeopathy actually achieved these things, doesn’t it stand to reason no one would die from serious diseases? Yet,
here we are, still dying despite possessing all of this mystical knowledge. This is one of the reasons why it is important
for a skeptic to practice “systematic doubt.” When we doubt systematically we are less likely to make errors in our
own thinking or in the thought of others.
8
Science is defined as a systematically organized body of knowledge; it is from the Latin scienza which literally means
“know”.
9
We use the scientific method to test physical reality against beliefs; therefore, we must be capable of falsifying or
disproving knowledge claims. For this reason a question like “Does God exist?” isn’t a scientific question. This is
because we cannot prove or falsify it the question; moreover, we cannot falsify any of the claims made through
astrology; it functions on the basis of “magic thinking” (it just works).
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of yet another dwarf planet beyond that); 10 moreover, as of 2016 astrophysicists have discovered an
additional 3,431 exo-planets orbiting distant stars. Astrology was constructed upon the idea there
were only five planets in the universe; and over time our ideas, our models, have improved and
changed because of the use of real science. If astrology is a real science, one assumes its
practitioners would try to change its claims to account for the new understanding; however, they do
not do this and instead ignore the new information and carry on as before.
An astrologer could counter with the claim distant planets do not affect our lives; rather, it's the
nearby planets we have to worry about. However, this claim begs the question: why does a star 4.6
million light years away affect our future but a shiny ball of gas 100 million light years away does
not? Is it gravity? If gravity is the true factor then the earth itself—the most massive and closest
object affecting people directly—should have a stronger influence on us compared to any star.
Nonetheless, astrologers will invoke special pleading 11 to prove their case, i.e. they just assert near
stars affect us while distant ones do not.
For example, a preacher named Harold
Camping claimed back in May of 2012
that the Rapture12 was coming and he
and his followers would be saved and
the rest of us would be left to
experience a living hell on earth. May
rolled around and the prophesied
Rapture didn't take place. Big surprise.
Camping's followers, however,
invoked special pleading by insisting
the prophecy had actually come true,
i.e. it wasn't a physical rapture but
a spiritual one (whatever that means).
They also pushed judgement day to a
later date not once but twice.

Figure 2 Harold Camping was an American Christian radio broadcaster,
author and evangelist.

So is there an empirically verifiable distance from the Earth where celestial objects no longer affect
our lives? I really see no difference between believing that when Mercury is in your constellation
you tend to be angrier with the belief that when the exo-planet OGLE-TR-56 is in Libra you are
destined to become a shoplifter. How do you falsify or disprove these claims? How do you test
it? You can't. Again, that's why astrology is not a science and is, arguably, just wishful thinking.

10

http://www.space.com/34358-new-dwarf-planet-found-2014-uz224.html
Special Pleading: a fallacious argument whereby the speaker deliberately ignores aspects that are unfavorable to
their point of view.
12
According to some Christian groups when Jesus returns all the believers will be transported directly to Heaven (so
they won’t have to suffer God’s judgement on the world).
11
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The sun revolves around the Earth. The ancients believed and taught the sun revolved around the
earth. Astrology was built upon this flawed cosmology. Thanks to the work of Copernicus and
Galileo (and four centuries of science and observation) we can with great confidence assert that the
Earth in fact orbits the Sun.
The Earth is flat. The ancients likewise believed the earth was flat; however, people have known
the Earth is in fact a sphere since at least the 4 th century BCE. Astrology still operates under the
assumption that the Earth is flat.
The Earth is surrounded by a crystal sphere. If by “crystal
sphere” you mean an atmosphere made up of gases like nitrogen,
argon, oxygen, helium, hydrogen, etc. then this assumption is
valid. However, if by “crystal” you mean something transparent
but solid you're sadly mistaken. We have never had to fix the
earth's “windshield” the last time a space shuttle or satellite went
up into space or returned. According to genuine atmospheric
science, the atmosphere is better described as an ocean of air as
opposed to a crystal sphere. Astrology still operates under the
assumption there’s a crystal sphere.
The Earth is at the center of the universe. Observations have determined that the Earth is not
even at the center of our solar system let alone the galaxy let alone the universe. In fact, by
definition there is no center of the universe at all as defined. Since the Big Bang the universe is
expanding in all directions at the same time (making locating a central locus point a moving target).
Putting it bluntly the Big Bang was not a conventional explosion (like dynamite); and the universe
is not expanding into anything. Space itself is literally just getting more expansive (the balloon is
getting bigger). Astrology still operates under the assumption the Earth is at the center of a nonexpanding universe, i.e. stars and galaxies are fixed permanently in their positions (which they are
not).
Stars and planets are gods orbiting the Earth. Firstly, gravity plays a central role when it comes
to planetary motion; that is, smaller objects (having less gravity) are attracted to larger objects (that
have more gravity). This is a simple model and it is accurate and reflects what’s happening “out
there.” Ancient astrologers didn’t have any scientific understanding of how gravity works;
moreover, they assumed that gods were at work “out there” in the universe directing events. The
ancients were wrong both on gravity/planetary motion and on the existence of the gods. Astrologers
still factor in the will of the gods—the temperament of the individual planets—into the creation of
their horoscopes.
There are four "earthly" elements: air, water, fire and earth. The Greek philosopher Aristotle
supported the idea that four “earthly” elements comprised everything in existence. He even posited
a fifth element called the “aether” into existence. As of 2016 there are 118 elements on the Periodic
Table of Elements.
10
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Stars create constellations and each
constellation has a planet. Stars are not fixed
in place like the ancients believed; rather, stars
move relative to us and we move relative to
them. Stars just appear to be fixed in place
because of their great distance from us.13
The ancient were creative. They connected the
stars (dots) and invented pictures in the sky
reflecting their mythologies and gods.14 The
patterns we find in the sky are completely
meaningless; and if we went to a different
distant solar system and stood on a planet
looking out into the night sky the arrangement of the stars would change; instead of seeing either
the Big or Little Dipper we might make out a Small and/or Large Fork in the strange sky.
Ultimately, these meaningless night time patterns—these constellations—are as meaningful, and
have as much to do with shaping your destiny (if destiny itself even exists), as flecks of red paint
randomly splayed on a white wall by a playing child. Nonetheless, people continue reading
meaning and significance into constellations: we are wonderful story tellers; we are emotional by
nature and prefer living in a world full of magic.
I've asked students in my classes whether they think psychics are real. Our culture seems to be
friendly to paranormal claims even though there isn't a single shred of evidence supporting the
claim anyone can actually read minds, predict the future, or move objects with their minds. Yet, if
we believe psychics can read minds it doesn’t matter if they actually can—our magical thinking
endows these individuals with paranormal 15 power. As a civilization, and as individuals, we need to
be willing to think more deeply about the things we think about. When we think clearly, we see
through the magic, and finally see the world and reality as they really are (not as we want them to
be).

13

The ancients did not have our knowledge about the size (or age) of the universe. They assumed stars were fixed in
place because they did not appear to move. In fact all stars are moving through space, but they’re so far away we
cannot easily see them move relative to one another. Think of it this way: picture yourself driving along a highway and
watch how close objects appear to go by quickly while the more distant, and yet more distant, objects appear to pass
by slowly. Now picture moving relative to an object that is millions of light years away. This object will not appear to
move at all to us.
14
Pareidolia is a psychological phenomenon involving a stimulus (an image or sound) wherein the mind perceives a
familiar pattern of something where none actually exists, e.g. looking at randomly shaped clouds and seeing animals
in them.
15
Paranormal: denoting events or phenomenon such as telekinesis or clairvoyance that are beyond the scope of
normal scientific understanding or our knowledge of the physical world as it actually exists.
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Of Leprechauns, Warlocks & Sceptics
“The essence of the independent mind lies not in what it thinks, but in how it thinks.”—Christopher
Hitchens
A number of months ago, in March to be precise, I visited my son five-year old Andrew’s
preschool. The afternoon was filled with crafts, games, snacks and instruction time with the teacher.
As a student of human nature, I enjoyed my time with the class because it gave me an opportunity
to learn something about how young children learn; it would appear children tend to believe
everything they’re told no matter how credulous.16
My second oldest son Alec can be quite gullible (not because he’s foolish but because he’s young
and the world is full of possibility). As a rule I try to avoid exploiting this just for the sake of
generating giggles; nevertheless, on one occasion I thought I could make innocent use of his
gullibility:
Eleven years ago (when he was six) I took Alec and his two brothers to a live show called Walking
with the Dinosaurs. My kids were quite interested in dinosaurs. For weeks before the dinosaur show
I kept telling Alec the creatures we’d be seeing at the show were in fact real. He was astonished. He
asked, “Weren’t they killed by an asteroid striking the earth 65 million years ago?” I told him this
was in fact the case. He’d seen the movie Jurassic Park so I told him scientists had grown dinosaurs
in a lab. I thought it an innocent little prank. I remembered what it was like to be a kid when
everything was so big.
At the start of the show, a stage
light pierced the darkness
illuminating a lone velociraptor at
the middle of the stage floor. The
creature looked astonishingly
real. My fascination ended once I
saw the creature’s legs: raptor
knees make for very different
legs than human knees; the legs
of the person in the costume
combined with the raptor legs
formed a diamond of appendages.
Alec noticed the same geometric
problem and looked at me
quizzically. I shrugged and
smiled. The gig was not yet up.
Then the mighty Tyrannosaurus
Rex emerged. The creature was huge, absolutely terrifying. Instead of being frightened, Alec calmly
leaned over to me and asked: dad what’s that board thing with the wheels on it at the feet of the T16

Credulous: having or showing too great a readiness to believe things without question.
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Rex? In a futile attempt to continue the gag I responded quickly, “Dinosaurs used skateboards.
Everyone knows that, Alec.”
He didn’t buy it and I was proud of him for it.
Preschools to me are not really places of learning. They have more in common with daycare; it’s a
place where parents can dump their children off for a guilt-free afternoon’s reprieve. Based on my
experience I can honestly say there’s no formal curriculum guiding the teacher’s actions. This
actually is a good thing in my opinion. Depending on the teacher a curriculum can act less as a
guide and more of a justification to quash inquiry and critical thinking. In the end, the main benefit
of sending your child to preschool is obviously socialization: children learn how to play, share and
communicate with other children.
They also learn how to listen.
As of 2019, all three of my sons have “graduated” from preschool. For the most part I’m happy
with their experiences, the field trips, and crafts. Seriously how can you get nap time, wrong?
Preschool isn’t exactly rocket science. I fondly recall Andrew (my youngest) putting together
ingredients in a jar to bake some nut brownies. He gave the chocolate concoction to me. I would of
course die if I ate these lovingly prepared treats (but it’s the thought that counts, nes pas?). When
my second oldest (the inquisitive Alec) was in pre-school he scrawled a barely legible picture in
crayon of the family sledding during Christmas; and Aaron, the eldest, put a nice Valentine’s Day
presentation together declaring his undying love for mom (neglecting me altogether).
But during the most recent visit in March in 2009, I was pretty disappointed in the preschool
product. I’m not one of those parents who think their child needs to do well in preschool so they can
eventually enter some sort of Ivy League university; nevertheless, I do have an idea of what does or
does not constitute genuine education. Moreover, I spent
several thousand dollars on a piece of paper from the Ministry
of Learning saying I’m a teacher. Therefore, I feel entitled to
vet and analyse the preschool teacher’s performance.
My visit took place just a few days before St. Patrick’s Day. I
sat down behind children sitting in a tidy row—shoulder to
shoulder—in front of the teacher. She began the class
pointing at the calendar acknowledging a special holiday was
fast approaching. Instead of explaining the actual significance
of the holiday to the children (which they were perfectly
capable of understanding if the right approach were used) she
read to the students a note from a surly leprechaun. I forget
the actual name she used for the elf. I’ll give him a name
based on one of the many generalizations used to describe
Irish people—let’s call him “Punchy”.
As the teacher read Punchy’s letter aloud I got the impression this wasn’t the first time he’d written
the children; it was all quite credulous. The teacher (who the children trusted) said something about
13
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how Punchy kept sneaking into the preschool classroom to leave notes. He sounded more like a
stalker or a burglar than a charming elf. I think Punchy made references to pots of gold and
rainbows and a host of other equally silly notions. The children appeared to be spellbound. One of
the little boys wanted the teacher to pass on a special message to Punchy while another announced
how much she liked Punchy and wanted to meet him.
I looked at my son Andrew wondering: what’s going on his mind? Did he actually believe a
partially bearded miniature and gold hoarding burglar was in fact breaking and entering their
learning space once a week leaving them notes? Andrew had no reason not to think this was
happening. The teacher assured the class the leprechaun was quite real.
Here’s my point: as a teacher you cannot abuse trust; you have an obligation to provide young
people with the most accurate information available so they can make up their own mind up about
what to believe or spend their life pursuing. This approach sounds like something only appropriate
for older students. I disagree: you can do this for young children, as well. Obviously, you have to
bring it down to the appropriate level but it can be done. I do it for my own kids. To not do it, in my
mind, constitutes the worst type of intellectual dishonesty.
A person could argue there’s no harm in teaching children leprechauns exist. I disagree. When you
teach this to children you’re teaching them not to think. You’re teaching them to equate imagination
with fact; to blindly accept what they’ve been taught by others; and to regard belief in and of itself
as some sort of virtue; and when these children grow in to adults their tendency to believe whatever
they are told by authority becomes ingrained. If anything, we should be instilling a questioning
attitude in children. Skepticism is what protects people in the world (not teaching them about Santa
or the Easter Bunny).
In 1996 fourteen year old Sandy Charles of Laronge, Saskatchewan, killed a seven year old boy.
The older boy was inspired by a movie called Warlock (a film he watched at least ten times). In the
film, a warlock apparently boils the fat of a victim. The warlock then quaffs the resultant potion and
it gives him the ability to fly. This inspired Sandy to do the same thing to his young victim. 17 If
someone could’ve taught Sandy the difference between fact and fiction, or better yet how to think
about reality maybe, just maybe, this tragedy could have been averted. There’s a distinct possibility
Sandy was in fact a disturbed individual.
Then there’s the Branch Davidians led by David Koresh. He was the leader of a relatively tiny but
radical Christian fundamentalist sect based in Texas in the 1990s. He taught his membership that he
was the second coming of Jesus. Moreover, he claimed that the singer Madonna was put on earth
for him exclusively. Further to that, he claimed sole sexual rights over all the females in the cult.
Okay. At what point does a person ask the question: is this guy really Jesus? Seriously. I don’t
know about you but Koresh’s actions do not seem to be in agreement with the Jesus I’ve
encountered reading the New Testament. Also, Koresh had to wear glasses…?
I mean, come on, if you can raise someone from the dead can’t you at least heal your own eyesight?
People that do not think about what they think about are a danger to others and themselves. 18 These
17
18

https://www.highbeam.com/doc/1G1-61157029.html
Metacognition: an awareness of one’s own thought processes.
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aren’t the only examples of the terrible cost of thoughtlessness. There are men in Africa today
infected with AIDs who think if they have sex with virgins or newborn infants their disease will go
away. So they rape virgins and babies in an attempt to get rid of the disease. How messed up is
that? I wish I was making this up.19
So what do leprechauns have to do with a young boy from Laronge, a near sighted messianic figure
in Waco, Texas, and HIV positive, scientifically illiterate men from South Africa? They are
connected by a general inability or unwillingness to ask questions like: “How do I know what I
know?” “Why do I think this is true?” “Is there any actual proof for my belief?”
Why can’t a preschool teacher teach the true significance of St. Patrick’s Day? The truth is often
more interesting than fiction and Patrick had some pretty interesting run-ins with druids. Moreover,
why can’t you ditch the Easter Bunny and Santa Claus and teach the actual meaning of these
holidays? Bunnies and red suited fat men that travel the entire expanse of the earth in the course of
a single night on a flying sleigh at the speed of light just doesn’t cut it for me anymore; and it
doesn’t for my kids. I have a responsibility as a father to empower my sons to be thoughtful in a
thoughtless and at times dangerous world. I refuse to fail in this regard.
On the way home from preschool on that fateful March day after Punchy’s letter was read, I asked
Andrew if he believed leprechauns existed. He didn’t respond. To be honest I’m not sure if he
understood the significance of the question—children think a lot differently than adults (or at least
some adults). Now I could have just told him leprechauns don’t exist and left it at that. If I did this
I’d be doing exactly what his teacher had done: I’d be making an argument from authority. He
trusts dad. Dad knows more than me. Dad says Punchy doesn’t exist. Therefore, Punchy doesn’t
exist. I don’t believe in the wisdom of reverse indoctrination. If you’re going to teach, do it
properly. Give the person (no matter their age) an opportunity to answer or ask the hard questions
and arrive at the answers themselves; and if they learn how to answer certain questions effectively
then they’ll learn how to frame their own questions as they get older.
So I asked Andrew a second question: have you ever seen Punchy? He responded in the negative. I
asked him a third question: do you think it’s possible your teacher wrote those letters just for fun?
He responded in the positive. I left it at that. I didn’t tell him leprechauns didn’t exist. Instead, I
modelled the methods used by any reasonable or sceptical person to get at the truth. I asked
questions. I demonstrated what a questioning attitude looks like.
The next week my wife took Andrew to preschool. According to her, as soon as Andrew entered the
building he walked straight up to his teacher and said, “Leprechauns don’t exist” and then he
walked off to the toy box. I wish I could’ve seen the teacher’s reaction.
Priceless.

19

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/southafrica/1362134/South-African-menrape-babies-as-cure-for-Aids.html
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You’re All a Bunch of Jerks: The Art of the Ad Hominem Attack
“I always cheer up immensely if an attack is particularly wounding because I think, well, if they
attack one personally, it means they have not a single political argument left.”—Margaret Thatcher
What are the odds but a couple days ago I saw some propaganda on my Facebook news feed. A
friend of mine liked a post from a group called Oil Sands Action. I’ve included a screen shot of the
photograph and tagline of the post below.
The picture depicts a former oil
sands mine restored to its former
natural glory. The image is an
obvious attempt to improve the
public’s perception of tar sands
development. I suspect many
people working in the energy
sector felt vindicated by the
picture and reading the Oil
Sand’s article. I wouldn’t blame
them: it’s nice to know you are
doing such a bang up job, you
know, not destroying the
environment or changing the
climate; and taking the
photograph at face value, we
might believe the rumors Fort
McMurray had turned into Mordor were false. The mines, it seems, are actually wonderful beautiful
green spaces. Appearances are deceiving.
Digging deeper (as I am prone to do) I’m thinking the elves aren’t sundering to Alberta any time
soon. The fact of the matter is the photograph hides and over-simplifies a complex situation: green
grass on the surface diverts our attention from the damage done underneath and the damage which
continues to be done to the atmosphere above. James Hansen, a climate and earth scientist who
worked for NASA until 2013, has argued it would be “game over” for the climate if the tar sands
were fully developed, given that tons of other sources of oil and gas is certain to be burned. Image,
however, is everything. Speaking of image, Hansen actually argues Canada’s politicians are acting
like “salesmen for those people who will gain from the profits of [the oil] industry. But I don’t think
they are looking after the rights and well-being of the population as a whole.” 20
Imagery and salesmanship—not knowledge or critical thinking—drive the conversation around the
tar sands. If you look at the comments made by the Oil Sands Group itself they make frequent use
of images—not arguments—to sell and transmit their message. I read some of the user comments to
the Oil Sands post. Users seemed pretty enthusiastic about the good news, i.e. the tar sands don’t
look to be so bad after all. Yet, to my thinking I felt there was a little too much patting of the back
20

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/may/19/tar-sands-exploitation-climate-scientist
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and self-congratulating. So I decided to contribute a few sobering words to an otherwise optimistic
stream of comments.
I wrote: “All the oil extracted [from the tar sands] was still emitted (as CO2) into the atmosphere
with all the resident effects. Planting some grass over former open tar pits doesn’t exactly mitigate
the global impact of the extraction, now does it?”
Several Facebook users responded to my comment; however, none of them dealt with my premise
(which is the following): the damage is done; the green fields hide the scene of an environmentally
disastrous policy; we extracted the oil, sent it to market, burnt it, and emitted a significant amount
of CO2 in to the atmosphere (and the oceans) in the process. That CO2 is still in the atmosphere.
Again, people who replied to my post didn’t deal with
my premise; they attacked me personally. They
criticized my lack of “oil business savvy”—not sure
how my business sense was relevant to the science
involved—or they discredited my position by pointing
out my apparent socialist leanings—as though the 97%
scientific consensus on anthropogenic climate change
is some sort of leftist communist cabal.21 The few
responses that weren’t personal attacks reflected a
elementary grade level scientific understanding of the
carbon cycle, e.g. “Plants need CO2, it makes them
grow big!”
In reality, I wasn’t pushing some sort of communist or socialist agenda. I was presenting a view in
agreement with the scientific consensus on climate change as it exists today—which is non-partisan
and non-political—combined with an understanding of how the carbon cycle actually works: due to
over a century of human industrial activity we passed a benchmark of 400 ppm of carbon in the
atmosphere in 2013. (This number reached 450 ppm as of 2019.) Climate models predict that if this
number does not drop the planet will warm by 2 degrees Celsius by the end of the 21 st century (and
we could get a lot hotter than that).
As I mentioned earlier, one of my critics observed “plants love CO2, it makes them grow big!”
Well, while this is true, we haven’t seen a concentration of CO2 like 450 ppm for millions of years
(and definitely not while modern humans or their Australopithecine ancestors existed). Plant life
and animal life, including humankind, evolved to live under a specific set of circumstances (we
actually almost went extinct as a species around 70,000 BCE due to rapid climate changes). 22
21

The historian of science Naomi Oreskes and some colleagues gathered all of the climate change related articles
produced by members of the scientific community in science-based journals since the late 1990s. The group read all of
the individual articles trying to see how many authors accepted the premise that human beings were the leading
cause of climate change. Oreskes and her colleagues read a total of 20,000 articles discovering 97% of the papers
(produced by working scientists) concluded “anthropogenic climate change” was real. For more see Naomi Oreskes
book Merchants of Doubt (2010).
22
http://www.npr.org/sections/krulwich/2012/10/22/163397584/how-human-beings-almost-vanished-from-earth-in70-000-b-c
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Further still, an environment in which “plants grow big” doesn’t necessarily translate in to an
environment suitable for “humans surviving” or “life continuing as we know it today.” The reality
is climate change has contributed to mass dying episodes like the one which took place in
Kazakhstan in 2015. Over 200,000 saiga antelope died over the course of four days. The once
helpful bacteria in their bodies suddenly became lethal. Theorists believe the change was the
bacteria’s response to warming temperatures. 23 If creatures don’t have enough time to adapt to
changing environmental circumstances, they die. This applies as much to humans as it does every
other creature on the planet; and the problem is not localized to Kazakhstan—the planet is currently
undergoing the most rapid extinction event since the time of the dinosaurs. 24
Also, the problem isn’t CO2’s existence. Carbon dioxide can be quite helpful. The problem
currently is the concentrations or amount of it in the climate (along with the presence of other
greenhouse gases like methane). If we have the right amount of CO2 (say around 250-350 ppm),
we’re fine; if we have too much (400 ppm and growing), eco-systems as we know them collapse as
the climate changes, and we ultimately head down a path some scientists believe ends in our own
inevitable extinction.25
Plants grow big, indeed…
I was a little vexed by the scientific illiteracy I encountered on Facebook (although not surprised).
Yet, what I found even more vexing was the fact people didn’t attack my ideas but resorted to
attacking me personally. When you attack the person, and not the idea, you are committing the
logical fallacy known as argumentum ad hominem (“attacking the man”). When you launch an ad
hominem attack you don’t try to disprove the speaker’s idea instead you focus your attention on
the speaker themselves (thereby deflecting attention from the actual issue being discussed). In
reality something is true—not because of who spoke it—but because that truth or idea stands on its
own merits. There is independent evidence in support of it. So attacking the speaker accomplishes
nothing. In my case I wasn’t spouting rashly formed opinions. I was echoing the scientific
consensus as it exists on climate change and what that consensus says about our future. 26
So why do people content themselves with personally attacking the person instead of tackling
the idea?

23

See www.businessinsider.com/climate-change-infection-killing-saiga-antelope-2015-9.
See news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/05/140529-conservation-science-animals-species-endangeredextinction/.
25
Life on earth has undergone five great extinctions in its 4.5 billion year history, e.g. Ordovician-Silurian, Late
Devonian, Permian, Triassic-Jurassic, and Cretaceous-Tertiary mass extinctions. Most people are acquainted with the
Cretaceous-Tertiary (also known as the K/T) because this is associated with an asteroid impact and the disappearance
of the dinosaurs. We are currently experiencing a sixth great extinction, i.e. animals and plant life is disappearing at a
rate 1,000 times faster than what the fossil record tells us off the K/T event. For more on the current extinction rate
please see www.cbc.ca/news/technology/extinctions-now-1-000-times-faster-than-before-humans-1.2658571.
Elizabeth Kolbert’s book The Sixth Great Extinction is also informative on this topic.
26
See www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/may/19/tar-sands-exploitation-climate-scientist.
24
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Lots of reasons: there’s an advantage
to be had, i.e. the attacker believes
they know a lot more than they
actually do (as per the DunningKruger Effect27). It is also possible
they are just being defensive and
making use of “motivated
reasoning.”28 The situation reminds
me of something author Upton
Sinclair wrote regarding human
nature, “It is difficult to get a man to
understand something, [especially]
when his salary depends on his not
understanding it.”29 The people who
attacked me likely work in the oil
Figure 3 A bird’s eye-view shot of the tar sands at Fort McMurray.
fields (or they have family and friends
who do). For this reason they have strong
motivation to discredit critics of tar sands development. If they can vilify critics then they don’t
have to go through the hard work of changing their beliefs or behaviors; 30 and just for the record, I
wasn’t judging the people working in the oil fields. I benefit from and appreciate their work;
moreover, they are just trying to make their way in the world and take care of their families. This is
noble. But nobility does not change the fact we’re damaging the environment and climate (perhaps
irreparably) for future generations. If we’re honest we must at the very least admit this and, ideally,
do something about it instead of just hurl insults at one another.
Nonetheless, I am critical of people who are willfully blind because it is perhaps the worst form of
intellectual dishonesty. As the African American poet and playwright James Baldwin observed,
“People who shut their eyes to reality simply invite their own destruction, and anyone who insists
on remaining in a state of ignorance long after that innocence is dead turns himself in to a
monster.”31
Interestingly, the use of ad hominem attacks has been around a long, long time. Following the
assassination of Julius Caesar, the poet and politician Cicero wrote a series of scathing criticisms of
Caesar’s supporter, Mark Antony. Cicero accused Antony of being an insincere supporter of Caesar
27

The Dunning–Kruger effect is a cognitive bias whereby low-ability individuals suffer from the illusion of being
smarter than they actually are. The psychologists who studied this, David Dunning and Justin Kruger, attributed this
unwarranted confidence (bias) to a metacognitive incapacity (or a lack of awareness that one does not know what one
thinks they know). Their research also suggests corollaries: high-ability individuals may underestimate their relative
competence and erroneously assume that tasks which are easy for them are also easy for others.
28
Motivated reasoning leads people to automatically conclude what they already believe and to look for ways to
support those beliefs. Sources of information which disproves or challenges existing beliefs are automatically
disregarded.
29
Upton Sinclair, I, Candidate for Governor: And How I Got Licked (1935), p.109.
30
Cognitive Dissonance: when a person has two conflicting ideas in mind—at one time they feel their work in the tar
sands is harming the environment and at the other time they ignore this feeling—they feel a sense of “dissonance”
(discomfort) in their minds. People who struggle reconciling science and religion often experience this cognitive
dissonance.
31
Robert Shetterly, Americans Who Tell the Truth, p.15.
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and of being ambitious. The poet even argued Antony personally gained from Caesar’s
assassination. Mark Antony didn’t address Cicero’s accusations head-on. Instead, Antony used his
own significant skills as a speaker to convince the Roman people that Cicero was a traitor and an
enemy of Rome. Antony succeeded and Cicero was murdered for speaking truth to power.
Modern day Israel provides an excellent example of a government resorting to using ad
hominem attacks to deflect attention away from its repressive policies against Palestinians. The
Palestinians are hardly saints; nevertheless, the surge in 2015 in violence involving the Palestinians
and Israelis is a reflection (at least in part) of a historically dysfunctional relationship between the
two peoples. In short, it takes to people to “dance” (or fight) and both deserve some of the blame for
the situation. Canada’s own Lord Durham would describe the situation as “two peoples fighting
within the bosom of a single state.”32
The violence is also a reflection of Israel’s repeated refusal to compromise or reach any sort of
compromise with the Palestinians; and this is no small issue: for example, since 2003 the state of
Israel has been condemned by the United Nations 45 times for its treatment of Palestine
(condemned more than the rest of the other “offending nations” in the world combined, e.g. Iraq,
Iran and North Korea).
If for no other reason than all of these
UN condemnations, there seems to be
something to the criticism of Israel’s
policies towards the Palestinians.
However, if one criticizes Israel’s
treatment of the Palestinians, the critic
is labeled an “anti-Semite” and
silenced. Is it possible, at least in
principle, for a person to level a valid
criticism at Israel for its treatment of the
Palestinians and not be an anti-Semite?
I think so. But ad hominem attacks
aren’t designed to keep a dialogue open
or going; they’re designed to shut up
critics.

Figure 4 Israel has been gradually absorbing Arab territories.

The name calling tactic works: former president of Israel, Benjamin Netanyahu, made frequent use
of the ad hominem “anti-Semite” card to deflect attention from the criticism to the critic;
consequently, many people in this ridiculously politically correct age are silenced because they do
not want to appear to be racist. How foolish are we as a species for falling for such tactics?
Swinging way over to the other side of the political spectrum, Nazis in the 1930s used to discredit
critics of the German regime’s treatment of Jews (like Franklin D. Roosevelt and Winston
32

Lord Durham was tasked by the English government to study the causes of two rebellions in Upper and Lower
Canada in 1837 and 1838. He concluded that the rebellion in Upper (or English) Canada was a result of not giving
citizens enough decision-making power (democracy); however, Durham concluded that the reason for the rebellion in
French Canada (or Lower Canada) was he found English and French living together and fighting “within the bosom of a
single state” (Lord Durham, Durham Report, p.127).
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Churchill) by calling them “Jews” (as though, to quote J. R. R. Tolkien, being a member of that
“gifted people” was somehow something negative).
We naturally possess the ability to reason. We likewise possess the ability to gainsay and the
seemingly inexhaustible capacity to be influenced by propaganda and make use of logical fallacies.
Therefore, I am compelled to simply conclude: you’re all a bunch of jerks.
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Thinking About What We Think About
In all affairs it’s a healthy thing now and then to hang a question mark on the things you have long
taken for granted.—Bertrand Russell
Introduction
My wife thinks I’m weird. How do I know this? She tells me. Sometimes when inspiration takes me
I’ll stop whatever I’m doing, look deeply into her eyes and ask, “What’s it like being you?” She
gives me a strange look and then says something facetious. The question is odd I admit; yet, I am
genuinely curious how the world looks to others and I find the thinking of others, particularly the
ideas they entertain, interesting for a number of reasons.

Figure 5 Socrates, Plato and Aristotle

A person’s ideas present us with a glimpse into the
workings of their inner-world. Ideas also act as a currency
exchanged between people. This is why books are so
important. I can literally enter into the mind of any writer
simply by reading their written work. If I hadn’t read
either Thomas Paine or John Locke, I wouldn’t have
formed the same appreciation for democracy or the rule of
law. Without Plato popularizing the ideas of his teacher
Socrates, it would’ve taken me decades longer to develop
an appreciation for learned ignorance or ethical
rationalism33 (if I had developed this notion at all). When I
was six I received a biblical story pop-up book for
Christmas. I loved turning the its tactile pages: what it
lacked in terms of historicity, it more than made up for in
terms of shaping my later ethical development.

Books are obviously influential. But so, too, are the interactions we have with the people in our
lives: while growing up if I had had a different father (who was an intellectual in every sense of the
word) I wouldn’t have had the same formative conversations influencing me to place so much value
on the need for intellectual integrity, consistency and honesty. If I had a different mother, I
wouldn’t have developed as a strong sense of empathy for others. I’ve spent more hours than I can
count talking with the friends I’ve had throughout my life; and each friend has in their own way
challenged and forced me to re-examine my thinking in some way.
Everyone follows their own path while being shaped by such experiences.
The experiences we do not have are often just as pivotal to our development as the ones we do
have. For example, if I lack a fundamental knowledge of Islam, or any desire to learn more about it,

33

Learned ignorance is the notion that as we learn more we come to appreciate more and more how little we actually
know. For example, if I answer one question it leads to two more questions and so on and so forth. Ethical rationalism
was one of Socrates’ central ideas, i.e. he believed if people increased their knowledge they would naturally choose to
be ethical or be good, e.g. if you read well you will act well.
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I’ll likely make the mistake of placing all Muslims into a single, fictional whole. 34 Consequently, I
won’t see real Muslim people (I’d see them only as concepts); add fear to ignorance and we get a
powerful combination: we don’t see the world as it actually is but as we believe it to be.
The fact we are living in such tense times with thousands of Syrian refugees coming to the West,
the challenge of ISIS in the Middle East, and domestic terror attacks taking place, 35 etc. makes it
even less likely people will want to understand either Islam’s complexities or individual Muslims
themselves; it’s just easier to generalize and say all Muslims are the same. Funny thing about
intellectual laziness: it doesn’t accomplish anything.
By contrast: if I’ve never lived in a Western society where human rights exist, but instead I’ve only
ever lived in an honor-based society36 dominated by clerics and religious leaders like one finds in
Iran, I likely won’t understand or accept the need for protecting either religious freedom or
women’s rights. Why do people in the Middle East and the West have such different priorities or
worldviews?
In philosophical terms, human rights are not a living option 37 to someone living in an honor-based
society; moreover, unquestionably obeying religious authority is a dead option to a citizen living in
a rights-based society in the West.
In his book The Will to Believe, the philosopher William
James (1842-1910) introduced the concept of living and
dead options. James argued a Catholic’s worship ceremony
(called a Mass) held no intrinsic meaning or inherent
importance to a Muslim. Therefore, Mass to a Muslim is a
dead option while being a living option to the Catholic; and
by comparison the requirement to face Mecca and pray six
times a day is a living option to a Muslim but a dead one to
the Christian. Arguably, the origin of most of the
disagreement between different religious groups is because
most are unwilling to concede the others are “true”. There’s
a tendency or religionists to assume that whatever group
they so happen to belong to is the right, or one true, faith.
Although there are many things the world’s religions hold
in common, they can’t all be equally right or true, i.e. they
also teach doctrines and worldviews that completely
Figure 6 William James
34

There are over one billion Muslims in the world. There is as many differences and divergences of belief within Islam
as one finds in any of the other world’s other major religions. However, the fundamental ignorance many people have
of Islam in the West leads to stereotypes to be regarded as facts (instead of as hasty generalizations).
35
In the West, Canada, America, Britain, Spain, Belgium, Germany and France have all been attacked by ISIS (or groups
sympathetic to ISIS) in the years 2000-2016. Countries in Africa, Asia and Middle East also were attacked on multiple
occasions.
36
Citizens in honor-based societies like Iraq’s or Syria’s are expected to conform and follow duties and obligations;
citizens in a rights-based societies like Canada’s are expected to observe the law but can pursue their own individual
happiness apart from belonging or owing anything to a group.
37
The idea of a “living option” was first introduced by William James in his book The Will to Believe (1896).
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contradict one another. The fundamental problem, therefore, is how to determine which religion is
the “truest” (which is impossible because no religious doctrines or beliefs are capable of being
falsified or proven scientifically).
All Christians learn early on humankind is not only imperfect but “fallen” by nature (a view
elaborated by Augustine based upon an interpretation of the Book of Genesis that Jews (who
authored the Genesis) and Orthodox Christians, incidentally, do not share. For their part Hindus
learn to describe the human condition in terms of Karma and suffering (as opposed to sin). Who
is right? Both cannot be right as each religion is (at least on this point) mutually exclusive, i.e.
what would be the point of being “saved” by Jesus for the afterlife only to be reincarnated and live
again as a Hindu? If you’re a Christian, Augustine must be right. If you’re a Hindu, the Vedas do
not lie. For theists the rightness or wrongness of a particular idea is determined less by an appeal to
real evidence and more by an appeal to the prejudice of the individual adherent (buoyed by the habit
of believing in the power of belief).
Karma or Original Sin, in fact all religious doctrines, are neither obvious nor self-evident. They are
transmitted and they are learned. As opposed to describing reality in its “one-ness” as religionists
assume, religious doctrines provide a narrow description of the world reflecting a peculiar
understanding of a specific culture that appears at a particular point in time. Did you know that no
evil can emanate from Ahura Mazda? If you were a Zoroastrian you would know this. What’s your
excuse for not knowing? You never heard about it and no one taught you to believe it as true; or
when you came across it you were old or
wise enough to identify it for what it is:
mythology. Ask a boy born to pious
Christian parents who Adam and Eve
were and he’ll answer “the first man and
woman”. The child is of course parroting
something a well-meaning parent, priest
or pastor told them to believe. That same
child will grow to become a man and
transmit the very same idea to his
children. Yet, raise that boy among
Buddhists and he’ll blissfully abandon a
life of Christian guilt in favour of desireextinguishing enlightenment.
Ideas are paradoxical and sometimes potentially dangerous things: they can precipitate change or
act as a catalyst to justify the status-quo. In terms of progress, the idea human beings have
“rights” is certainly one of the most important innovations of the last thousand years. Human rights
of course don’t actually exist (not in any concrete sense like a table or a cat or a cat on a table);
rights exist only in mind as an abstract “thing”; and they require a biological host (us). Human
rights didn’t always exist, nor were they inevitable; they just so happened to evolve in the fertile
soil known as the Western intellectual tradition. Paradoxically, ideas like nationalism, fascism,
racism, etc. also grew out of this self-same soil.
Human rights are fictions. Yet, fiction notwithstanding and human psychology being what it is, it
doesn’t really matter if something exists or not. All that matters is a person believes something is
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real and then they will act accordingly. Faith in the existence of monsters living under your bed, for
example, means you’ll jump just a little higher to avoid getting grabbed by the Boogie Man.
Perception becomes reality; the reality, though, is there’s no Boogie Man in the first place (but try
telling that to someone absorbed by fear).
This is because none of us really are in a habit of confirming something is true before believing it.
We don’t continually check to see if the chair we’re going to sit on is there. We just sort of trust
prior experience and sit. When it comes to meeting new people we, more often than not, trust to
first-impressions (which may or may not be wise). Growing up we, generally speaking, do not
question what our parents teach us. We trust them because they love us, they’re older, and we just
assume that what they’re telling us is true.
We also trust our teachers with too little qualification. In my grade 10 history class, I asked students
to answer the following question: Is it accurate to describe the Middle Ages as a period of
conformity? One student answered the question by reading the information he found from a
website. I stopped him mid-sentence and asked him: how do you know what you’re saying is true?
A perceptive student understood where I was going with the question and responded facetiously,
“Because I read it on the Internet”. The class shared a laugh and then I asked the first student a
follow-up question: Is it accurate to describe the modern world as a period of conformity? For all
our technology and achievements we still accept too much at face value as a species. Sometimes
this isn’t a problem, yet sometimes it is.38
The problem fundamentally is when we are young most of us do not learn or appreciate the need to
test claims or possess a questioning attitude. The reality is, as wonderful as our parents can be or as
well-meaning as our teachers are, they don’t know everything; they make mistakes. Fortunately,
human psychology being what it is we are never set in stone (even though we might find ourselves
stuck in our ways): for example, when we finally know the Boogie Man doesn’t exist, the power of
this phantom—to dictate our present or our future—is broken. Yet, breaking the hold myths have on
us—since human beings are hardwired to be story tellers—is no easy task.
We are natural born storytellers who believe in the need for a beginning, middle, and an end. The
show of a good story is it moves you emotionally; and we’d rather be moved than reasoned with.
Unlike emotions though, reason doesn’t come naturally to most of us. We tend to believe in more
than we understand. Current research in neuroscience has posited we possess “believing brains”
meaning we tend to force new information to conform to existing belief (as opposed to changing
our thinking to reflect new understandings). For this reason logic, or at least appealing to reason
over emotion, presents something of an upward battle for most of us. We tend to close our ears (not
open them) when someone challenges us on a point of belief.

38

Consider homeopathy. Those of us who think homeopathy is useful likely haven’t thought too deeply about it.
Homeopaths claims water has memory and can be used to treat disease and that “like cures like.” For example, if you
are an insomniac you can buy a homeopathic remedy that takes some sort of resin from an owl’s feather and places it
into water. The homeopath will dilute the mixture over and over and over until there’s nothing of the resin left in the
potion. Then when you drink the solution—because owls are nocturnal and “like cures like” and “water remembers”—
your insomnia will go away. Using homeopathy to treat insomnia is one thing; however, using it to treat something
serious like cancer is quite another thing. Scientific illiteracy and magical thinking can kill a person.
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We are emotional, not reasoning creatures; and if this is the case, and if we tend to feel as opposed
to think, if we value intellectual honesty should we cast aside emotion in favor of reason? Or can a
balance be struck between belief and reason? Some people think this balance is possible (or perhaps
even necessary for someone living in the 21st century). What do you think? Or perhaps the better
question is: what do you think of what you think?
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The Problem with Ideology
“By its very nature, hard-line ideology is self-serving and self-perpetuating; its primary goal is to
survive—and that precludes everything.”–Queen Rania of Jordan
People are literally the soil where ideas (and memes39) are planted; ideas are planted by teachers,
peers, parents, churches, advertisers, and governments; and for this reason thinking can be,
paradoxically, a rather thoughtless process; it’s enough to make a person wonder whether or not
anyone is capable of conceiving an original idea or if we’re doomed to always occupy intellectual
spaces constructed by others.
Russia in the 19h century illustrates this notion of people being soil for the planted idea. Imperial
Russia was a repressive regime where every attempt at revolution failed. Violent revolution is easy
while peaceful reform is difficult. Counter-intuitive as it is but armed struggles fail more often to
succeed than do peaceful reform movements. 40 However, armed struggles have one advantage
peaceful ones do not: violence is easy while peace is complex.
Peaceful movements are more
complicated because they require thought
(why do we need to change?), discipline
(we must avoid giving in to the temptation
to use physical violence), patience (we
must keep our eye on the goal) and
planning (what strategy is the best one to
use at this specific time?). You also need
a public ready to act. But before this
happens the people must first be prepared
to listen. Thus, the Petrashevtsky, a
reform-minded group of Russian
intellectuals avoided open conflict with
Figure 7 Russians gather in a peaceful protest in 1905.
the Tsar. Instead of promoting open revolt,
this group pursued a decades’ long strategy
of exposing the Russian peasantry to the appropriate propaganda 41 in order to “[win] hearts and
minds, so that when, in the distant future, the revolution finally came, it could be sure of mass
support”.42 The work of the Petrashevtsky turned out to be futile: future attempts at reform like the
peaceful peasant march protesting rising bread prices in 1905 on the Tsar’s winter palace in St.
Petersburg failed—failed in part because the movement turned violent while the “hearts and minds”
of the Russian people were still not ready to conceive of a world where peace was stronger than
armed struggle. The thinking of the people had to change.

39

Meme: an element of a culture or system of behavior that may be considered to be passed from one individual to
another by non-genetic means, especially imitation; a humorous image, video, piece of text, etc. copied and spread
rapidly by Internet users.
40
Gene Sharp, From Dictatorship to Democracy: A Conceptual Framework for Liberation, p.16-20.
41
Propaganda: information, especially of a biased or misleading nature, used to promote or publicize a particular
political cause or point of view.
42
Mike Rapport, 1848: Year of Revolution, p.103.
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Propaganda plays an important role in shaping our understanding of the world: we are literally what
we think about; and the content of our thoughts reflects the information we are exposed to;
therefore, it makes intuitive sense that all of us, to varying degrees, is influenced by propaganda to
think narrowly (or ideologically43). There are many different types of ideology, e.g. there’s fascism
(a worldview reflecting the tendency to look inward for meaning and enemies), liberalism (a belief
in the necessity of a limited government and freedom of the individual), communism (a faith in the
role of class conflict leading humankind inexorably44 towards the dictatorship of the proletariat45),
etc. and so on and so forth.
For all their explanatory power, ideologies pigeon-hole our thinking; ideologies limit the options
available to us by boiling complex issues down into simpler components like a party-line or a
favored line of reasoning; and ideologies, as was the case with the Russian peasantry in 1905, blind
us so we do not recognize peace as the better alternative to violence.
Speaking of blindness, let’s look at an example of ideology
at work in the field of economics: the support an economic
theory like “trickle-down economics” continues to receive
despite the fact it objectively doesn’t work speaks volumes
about how easily people are manipulated through
propaganda.46 In the 1980s, political parties were pushed by
wealthy backers to cut taxes. The parties needed the support
of the American electorate to do this. Thus, the idea of
trickle-down economics—the notion cutting taxes
encouraged broad economic growth for everyone—was sold
to Americans as a certainty. Despite the support trickledown continues to receive, money never trickled from the
wealthy to the poor; rather, it continued gravitating towards
the already wealthy and the powerful.47 Trickle-down
economics simply doesn’t work. Nonetheless, free-market
fundamentalists,48 ideologues in every sense of the word, keep selling the notion that it does and the

43

Ideology: a collection of beliefs held by an individual and shared across broad swaths of either a group or society in
general; a set of conscious and unconscious ideas making up one’s beliefs, goals, expectations, motivations and
worldview.
44
Inexorable: impossible to stop or prevent.
45
Proletariat: Karl Marx, the father of communist ideology, argued history was a class struggle between the wealthy
or those that “have” (the bourgeoisie) and the lower classes or those that “have not” (the proletariat).
46
Trickle-down economics is a theory that says benefits for the wealthy “trickle-down” to everyone else. These
benefits are usually tax cuts on businesses, high-income earners, etc. The wealthy use any extra cash from tax cuts to
start up new businesses (which leads to increased employment for the lower and middle classes). Based on research
completed by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) trick-down economics doesn’t work, i.e. researchers found that
when top earners in society make more money, it actually slows down economic growth. On the other hand, when
poorer people earn more, society and the economy as a whole demonstrably benefits. Researchers calculated that
when the richest 20% of society increase their income by one percentage point, the annual rate of overall growth
shrinks by nearly 0.1% within five years. By contrast, when the lowest 20% of earners see their income grow by one
percentage point, the rate of growth increases by nearly 0.4% over the same period. See:
http://money.cnn.com/2015/06/15/news/economy/trickle-down-theory-wrong-imf/.
47
Wealth always gravitates to power in the absence of governments passing laws distributing wealth more generally.
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American population keeps buying into the myth.
The blind faith some continue have in trickle-down economic theory demonstrates the single
greatest weakness of any ideology: ideologies only make sense if its fundamental assumptions are
never questioned and are accepted at face value. To gain an appreciation for the absurdity of not
questioning an ideology, let’s look at two situations drawn from the history of science:
Josef Stalin (1878-1953) was the undisputed dictator of the Soviet Union. He was notoriously
distrustful of intellectuals. Stalin’s power was so complete he had the history of the Russian
Revolution re-written49 so he appeared to play a more substantial role than warranted. He was
uncompromising in seeing his particular vision of communism realized: only those pieces of art,
music, history, literature and scientific theories reflecting the Marxist-Leninist ideology 50 were
considered acceptable. No other alternatives could be entertained by citizens of the Soviet Union.
Marxism-Leninism (or Stalinism) not only made for the writing of some questionable history, it
also had deleterious51 effects on the path Russian science followed under Stalin. Nikolai Vavilov
(1887-1943) was an eminent geneticist working in the
field of agriculture. Vavilov didn’t believe genuine
science had to be made to fit an ideology; rather,
science was based on a method of discovery where the
world revealed its secrets through a combination of
testing and observation. As a geneticist working in the
1930s and 40s, Vavilov accepted the idea that the
building blocks of life (DNA) were made of tiny units
called chromosomes and alleles; however, despite the
physical evidence in support of this view, Vavilov was
hounded out of Soviet science for accepting the
existence of chromosomes, etc. by a pseudo-scientist,
and Communist party hack, named Trofim Lysenko
(1898-1976).
According to Lysenko, when Vavilov asserted the building blocks of life were divisible into
chromosomes and alleles, the geneticist was committing ideological heresy. True science, Lysenko
asserted, must reflect the basic tenets and beliefs of Marxism-Leninism, e.g. “true socialist science”
stressed the “unity” of the “whole organism”. Socialist scientists, therefore, could not in good
conscience entertain any notion of tiny, individual things shaping an entire organism; this was the
48

Free-market fundamentalist is a term used by political scientists to identify individuals who have unwavering faith in
capitalism.
49
If you recall, George Orwell’s character Winston Smith rewrote newspapers, history, etc. to present a picture of
reality that the government wanted to project.
50
Marxism-Leninism was the adaptation of the political philosophy known as Marxism by the Soviet Union’s first
dictator, Vladimir Lenin. Karl Marx believed communism naturally emerged out of industrialized countries where
capitalism was fully-developed. Lenin, however, had to adapt Marxism to Russia’s specific situation, i.e. Russia’s was
not an industrial society but an agricultural one. Lenin believed communism was attainable only through the work of a
small revolutionary party that directed the revolution until the proletariat (workers) established a dictatorship.
51
Deleterious: causing ongoing harm or damage.
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scientific equivalent of saying society was made up of capitalist individuals who naturally lived in
different classes. Lysenko forced Soviet science to conform to his political expectations by
directing professors, researchers, etc. to only study those ideas and models that reflected socialist
expectations. Any scientific ideas that didn’t agree with communist ideology (as interpreted
by Stalin or one of his lieutenants) had to be abandoned.
The absurd thing is that even though the full structure of the DNA molecule wasn’t fully
understood until the later work of Watson, Crick and Franklin by the mid-1950s, we could
still see this molecule with its chromosomes, alleles, small bits, and such. Facts or reality do not
really matter much to the ideologue though. Ideological purity is more important than possessing,
and adhering to, the correct information. Thus, science in the Soviet Union—at least when it came
to genetics—made the Communist Party and Stalin’s personal authority, and not physical-objective
reality, the measure of what is true and what is not. In a scene resembling something out of one of
Orwell’s novels, one Soviet scientist was apparently commanded to recant his “faith” in
chromosomes by an important Soviet diplomat named Vyacheslav Molotov. The scientist had the
courage to reply, “But does Comrade Molotov know more about genetics than I do?” The scientist,
and anyone else who did not follow the party line, was dismissed. In the case of Vavilov, he was
actually imprisoned for “believing in” chromosomes. Lysenko’s interference set Russian science
back decades.52
A similar situation played itself out in Nazi Germany in the 1930s. A German scientist attended a
lecture on the theory of relativity given by the famed theoretical physicist Albert Einstein in the
United States. The scientist returned to Germany excited by the paradigm 53 changing implications
of Einstein’s ideas. Excitement turned to disappointment, I am sure, when he was told to forget
relativity because Einstein was teaching “Jewish physics”.
According to Philipp Lenard (1862-1947), an anti-Semitic and Nazi supporter of the socalled Deutsche Physik (or “German physics”) movement, Einstein couldn’t properly see the
physical world because he of his Jewishness.
Lenard argued Jews “conspicuously [lack]
understanding for the truth…being in this
respect in contrast to the Aryan research
scientist with his careful and serious will to
truth…Jewish physics is thus a phantom and a
phenomenon of degeneration of fundamental
German Physics.”54
Lenard’s view was, and remains, demonstrably
false (stupid even): between the years 1905 to
1931 no fewer than ten German Jews were
awarded Nobel Prizes for their contributions to
science; moreover, as of 2016 the final of 20
predictions made by Einstein based on his

Figure 8 The image above illustrates how the spinning of the
earth literally warps space-time.

52

Alec Nove, Stalinism and After, p.104-105.
Paradigm: a typical example or patter of something; a model, e.g. the heliocentric model replaced the geocentric
view thereby changing our paradigm or understanding of the solar system.
54
William L. Shirer, The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich, p.251.
53
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theory of relativity was confirmed observationally, e.g. as the earth spins the surrounding spacetime warps into a swirl like whip cream spun on top of a latte (see picture to the right).
For the record there’s no such thing as either German or socialist or Jewish physics or biology
(there’s just physics and biology). However, the communist and Nazi examples illustrate facts don’t
matter to ideologues; it’s more important, it would seem, to force the world to fit our expectations.
Few of us actually appreciate how completely arbitrary55 or fabricated and accidental our
worldviews are: if we were born to different parents at a different time on a different continent
it’s clear we would look at the world differently than we currently do. If this is the case, and we end
up where we are by a sort of cosmic accident, are any of us ever justified believing that the way we
just so happen to look at the world right now is either the right or only way of perceiving that
world? Is truth determined by our origins? 56 Or does truth exist as something independent of us that
we are obliged to follow if, and when, we come to an awareness of it?
Although certain ways of looking at the world are definitely better than others, there really is no
single, right way, no approach, which best describes the world we inhabit. 57 So far as I can tell there
are only preferences and prejudices. The ideas we entertain as true are so near and dear to us we
rarely see them for what they are—a snapshot of us fixed in time. Ideas aren’t outside of us (they
wouldn’t even exist if humankind didn’t). Ideas reflect the values, assumptions, and emotions of the
individual and do not describe how the universe actually works.
For instance, I am a 21st Century Canadian. Although growing up in a democracy, my
understanding of what constitutes a genuine democratic society is completely different from one
held by an ancient Greek from the city-state of Athens in the 4th century BCE. An Athenian would
have no problem accepting that the gods divided people into masters and slaves whereas my
modern sensibility makes slavery completely incompatible with anything resembling democracy. I
was also raised Catholic and taught by well-meaning parents, teachers and priests the value of
honesty and humility. For all intents and purposes I believed what I was taught was right (true) and
living any other way somehow intrinsically wrong. Yet, by contrast, young boys in ancient Sparta
were taught the value of being cunning, shrewd, calculating, and to steal; it was only ever wrong to

55

Arbitrary: based on random choice or personal whim, rather than any reason or system.
Dick Cheney was the vice-president of the United States during the presidency of George W. Bush from 2001 to
2009. Cheney opposed giving gay people equality in America until he found out that his own daughter was a lesbian.
He suddenly became supportive of gay rights; it would appear Cheney’s idea of truth is not based on the consistent
application of his principles but on how he is personally affected at any given time. He is not unique (we are all
frequently arbitrary in our standards). The ancient Greeks identified the quality of empathy as essential to possessing
a true knowledge of the world. If we do not appreciate how our beliefs and actions affect others, then we end up
walking around like miniature-gods imposing our world and our will on to others. If truth exists, it is something
consistent and it does not contradict reality; it isn’t something we choose to think but it is something that chooses us,
e.g. if we value our own personal freedom, therefore, we should value and extend that self-same freedom to others
(regardless of whether or not we happen to like or dislike what those others do want to do with that freedom). Truth
is discerned through empathy and a consistent (not self-interested or selective) application of ethics and principles.
57
With that said, thinking scientifically (or using the scientific method) is demonstrably better when it comes to
producing trustworthy knowledge and understanding compared to what passes for knowledge coming from the
various ideologies, pseudo-scientific ways of looking at the world, or supernatural knowledge systems.
56
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steal if you were caught.58 The way I was raised was fundamentally different than how Spartan
youth were.
Despite the fact different groups or governments value different ideas or possess differing
worldviews over time, this doesn’t stop most of us from thinking we ourselves somehow are
fortunate enough to possess the right understanding or right ideas. Yet, again, our particular
understanding is just a snapshot in time of a person (you) who just so happens to live where they
(you) do, had the parents they (you) did, lived under the political/economic system they (you) do,
and so on.
So, whether you believe baseball is better than cricket, that women should remain subordinate to
men or not, that the economy cannot be tampered with for the sake of the environment or not, or if
you prescribe to a religion or not, etc. at some level you likely feel your particular way of looking at
the world is closer to the truth than not.59 If our worldviews are just incidental collections of ideas
which we just so happen to believe because of when and where we’re born, then what constitutes
truth? What is knowledge? Is there such a thing as one correct way of looking at the world?
I fancy there isn’t…

58

L. S. Vygotsky, Educational Psychology, p.220.
You might even feel a combination of anger and compassion at the ignorance of others who don’t accept the
validity or truth of your view.
59
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Knowing, Imagination & Truth
“I am wiser than this man, for neither of us appears to know anything great and good; but he
fancies he knows something, although he knows nothing; whereas I, as I do not know anything, so I
do not fancy I do. In this trifling particular, then, I appear to be wiser than he, because I do not
fancy I know what I do not know.”—Socrates
In the intellectual tradition of the West, truth has long been regarded as something objective and
independent of us. Truth’s independence was the product, as the atheist and existentialist
philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche observed, of the sense we all possess of the real (or perceived)
existence of an autonomous God.
Plato (428- 348 BCE) and George Berkeley (1685-1753 AD) argued, in their own way, ideas
existed “out there” in the external world in their own right. Plato specifically argued concepts like
love, justice and beauty were as real as the chair you’re sitting on and humankind apprehended
them through the exercise of reason (which he called the “mind’s eye”). The early modern Irish
philosopher George Berkeley took this notion further arguing material objects, e.g. that chair you’re
sitting on or the earth you’ll walk on later—aren’t realm in themselves; rather, the ideas of the chair
and the ground in your mind is what’s real. 60
The implication of Plato’s idealism and Berkeley’s
immaterialism is that there’s no stone or ground in the
concrete sense; these things existed only insofar as
they were being perceived by a perceiver in the
moment.61 In other words, if the earth wasn’t in a state
of continuously being perceived it could not exist.
Berkeley actually argued the external reality only
existed because God was constantly in the act of
perceiving62 it; thus, if Berkeley is correct then truth
60

James Boswell (1740-1790), a Scottish biographer of the writer Samuel Johnson, presents the following refutation of
Berkeley’s idealism: After we came out of the church, we stood talking for some time together [about] Bishop
Berkeley’s ingenious sophistry to prove the non-existence of matter, and that every thing in the universe is merely
ideal. I observed, that though we are satisfied his doctrine is not true, it is impossible to refute it. I never shall forget
the alacrity with which Johnson answered, striking his foot with mighty force against a large stone, till he rebounded
from it. “I refute it thus.” James Boswell, The Life of Samuel Johnson, Volume I, p.218.
61
Plato exerted a tremendous amount of influence on the Western intellectual tradition. However, the majority of
those who came before him didn’t think in terms of Platonic Forms (ideas floating about “out there”). In some
respects, Plato’s view was superior to those philosophical systems coming before him in terms of explanatory power:
the majority of the ancients believed the world was a plaything of the gods who caused good or bad things to happen
on a whim. In a sense the ancients believed spiritual or mystical experiences were just as real as the pain one felt
stepping on a piece of LEGO. The ancients did not divide the world (as we do) into a natural or supernatural order;
there was but one reality. What makes Plato unique, he too thought reality was one, was the fact he was one of the
first to describe that reality through ideas alone instead of appealing to the unpredictable intentions of the gods. For
more on this see Carl Sagan’s Cosmos (p. 141-143).
62
Perceiving: become aware or conscious of something; come to realize or understand; interpret or look on
something or someone in a particular way.
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(and by extension ideas) exist independently of us and is therefore discoverable (probably through
something like Plato’s “mind’s eye”). Truth, therefore, wasn’t something created by human beings;
it formed the basis of some sort of transcendent part of the universe. Berkeley’s ideas have some
amusing implications if we look at the world through modern science: for example, if Berkeley is
correct then at the Big Bang not only did space-time and all matter and energy come into existence
but so too did all our ideas like “love,” “beauty,” “cat,” “dog,” and even “disco”.
To someone living in 2019 it’s hard to imagine the thoughts of either ancient Greek or Renaissance
Irish philosophers seem relevant. People going about their daily business could care less whether or
not Plato even existed. Yet, whether those same people are aware of it or not the way they look at
the world was shaped considerably by Plato: specifically, we might believe we are justified in
rejecting the idea either “time” or “disco” are ideas existing “out there” on some sort of
transcendental plane. We appreciate Plato was just using his imagination; 63 nonetheless, people are
just as likely in the 21st century to use imagination as Plato did to construct ways of looking at the
world. This is fine; however, we get into trouble we when confuse reality as it actually is with what
we imagine (or want) it to be. Therefore, we continue believing in the power of belief:


People grow up thinking ghosts are real, so ghosts must exist. But must ghosts exist? No.



People think people belonging to other races are inferior, so we must hate them. But must
we hate? And, scientifically-speaking, is there even such a thing as inferior or superior
races? No on both counts.64



Westerners living in the 21st century assume financial wealth is important, so they believe
in the importance of being acquisitive. Have we always lived the way we do—as mass
consumers living in cities and divided into class systems? No.

The interesting thing recent scholarship has revealed (through the Dunning-Kruger Effect) on the
nature of human cognition is we tend to hold a greater degree of confidence in our opinions than the
available evidence actually warrants. So, a person who believes ghosts are real enters a “haunted
house” and is predisposed to sensing spirits; and when such people encounter some sort of anomaly
in a room—like a cold spot—they attribute it to the presence of a ghost instead of a draft; or the
person who persists in believing the earth is flat despite the fact we can actually look at the earth
using a satellite speaks volumes about the human capacity for self-delusion.
63

Plato was obsessed with a branch of philosophy known as metaphysics. The word metaphysics was first coined by
Aristotle and it literally means “after physics”. Metaphysics focuses on asking “big questions” about the meaning and
significance of existence outside of physical reality, e.g. they ask questions like “What is the soul?”, “What is the
meaning of life?” or “Does truth exist independently of human beings?” The fundamental shortcoming of metaphysics
is it’s based on imagination alone and elaborates systems of thought that cannot be proven to exist or falsified
(tested) in any sort of scientific sense.
64
From a medical standpoint race does exist. For example, black people from East Africa are more likely to carry a
gene leading to a condition called sickle-cell anemia. Also, white people from South Africa are more likely to carry a
gene which can lead to a condition called porphyria. Race can actually be quite informative and help doctors
determine how to treat someone who is sick; however, race as some sort of determiner of superiority or inferiority is
unscientific nonsense.
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The Enlightenment philosopher Giambattista Vico (1668-1744 AD) described how we tend to
believe in the power of belief (which makes us believe we know more than we actually do). What
we consider knowledge is more or less the fruit of either our individual imagination (personal
knowledge) or collective imagination (shared knowledge). The mind it seems is not well-suited for
suspending judgement but it’s great at jumping at conclusions; the mind isn’t “designed” to
discover objective reality but it’s great at inventing reality. Truth, then, is a slippery thing if it even
exists at all;65 that is, whether we gain knowledge directly through our own experience or through
philosophical inquiry, religious belief or science, etc. all of our knowledge, all of it, is at some level
created and provisional; knowledge is created because we construct the models (using imagination
and experience) we believe in that describes reality and knowledge is provisional (or temporary)
because when we find out the earth isn’t flat or demons do not in fact cause disease we have to
change our models (thinking).
I’m partial to a Socratic understanding of truth myself—pursuing knowledge for its own sake
couched within a desire for moral improvement alongside a healthy appreciation of my
imperfections. I accept the fact not everyone shares, or is necessarily willing to share, my rational
outlook on life. I’m not really looking for agreement anyhow. In my experience, truth to one person
is frequently falsehood to another. I just hope readers will listen honestly, avoid the temptation to
gainsay, and perhaps benefit a little from what I have to say.
If not, so be it. I’m glad to have had the opportunity to finally commit thought to paper.
I can say with some confidence I am a realist and an optimist: I hope something exists “out there”
or that there is some ultimate meaning to life while being realistic enough not to mistake this desire
of mine as evidence of something actually being there. What I do care about is seeing clearly,
thinking well, and for what it’s worth avoiding the temptation to worship false idols of either mine
or anyone else’s making.66

65

Truth might just be a romantic notion creatures like us believe must exist for existence to be meaningful.
Protagoras of Abdera (430 BC) caused a sensation when he arrived in Athens and delivered a lecture. He asserted
no god could impose his will on human beings, and as for the Olympians, who could tell whether they existed or
not? He said: “There are many obstacles to such knowledge, including the obscurity of the subject and the shortness
of human life.” Karen Armstrong, The Case for God, Page 57.
66
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Strawmen Don’t Fight Back: Exposing Science Denialism
“You must remember, my dear lady, the most important rule of any successful illusion: First, the
people must want to believe in it.”—Libba Bray
A few years ago a study found that of 56 books published on the topic of climate change denial in
the 1990s, 92% of them were produced by, or were linked to, pro-business foundations like the
Heartland, Cato or George C. Marshall institutes.67 Entities like the Heartland Institute receive
funding from billionaires through funnels like Donors Trust, Donors Capital Fund, and directly
from corporations like ExxonMobil.
Personally, I like the Heartland Institute the best. Everything they
touch they dumb down. They replace complexity with simplicity,
thoughts with images, security with fear. The effectiveness of
Heartland in convincing the public some sort of debate on
climate change is still raging among scientists speaks
volumes about the public’s collective gullibility and
the effectiveness of propaganda in molding public opinion. Early
in the 20th century, governments recognized the power of the
image over the idea.68 Corporations have taken the lesson, as
well. If you follow this link, it’ll take you to one of Heartland’s
attempts to shaping the public’s understanding (or in this case
mis-understanding) of climate change
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93EN30bYQ0A).
The main premise of the video, assuming you watched it, is that we shouldn’t worry about CO2 and
instead focus our attention on the people who “oppose technology and the prosperity it brings”. 69
Heartland’s commercial presents a classic “straw man” argument. A straw man argument exists
when critics avoid discussing the real problem (because it’s too tough to take on directly) so they
attack a secondary issue (because the secondary argument, like a man made of straw, is too weak to
fight back).
In the case of Heartland’s video, avoids tackling the real problem, e.g. science has established a
97% consensus that “too much CO2 in the environment is contributing to climate change,” etc. by
focusing viewers’ attention upon a secondary and unrelated idea which doesn’t fight back like the
self-interested “environmentalists, socialists, media and Hollywood” who apparently oppose
progress (by pushing society to transition to renewable energy instead of burning coal (a 19 th
century approach to generating energy)).70 In Canada during its 2015 election cycle, the New
67

Naomi Oreskes, Merchants of Doubt, p.10-35.
Chris Hedges, The Death of the Liberal Class, p.65-68.
69
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93EN30bYQ0A (24 secs).
70
http://climate.nasa.gov/scientific-consensus/
68
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Conservative Party used a straw man to misrepresent the New Democratic Party’s position on
pipelines. The official NDP position was “no new pipelines until more research is in” and the
Conservatives spun it as “the NDP want to destroy jobs”.
In both situations presented above, critics diverted the attention from the primary issue on to a
secondary, simpler and irrelevant issue. All propaganda tends to boil down complex situations into
simple soundbites, making it easier for the public to consume. For decades scientists have
been dealing with the misrepresentation of scientific facts from institutes like Cato and Heartland.
These institutes don’t offer replicable research to disprove the research conducted by actual
scientists; rather, Cato and Heartland offer us the following:


Intellectual gainsay, e.g. Acting as a propaganda mill for energy giant ExxonMobil,
Heartland deliberately churns out doubt around climate change through bogus science, stats,
and compromised scientists who are paid to give denialism a veneer of legitimacy. 71



Politicize scientific findings, e.g. Climate change is a scam invented by the Chinese to hurt
American manufacturing.72



Brand scientists as enemies of freedom and progress, e.g. for warning the world about the
danger posed to public health by the pesticide DDT, biologist Rachel Carson was compared
to Hitler because she was interfering with the free-market. 73

George Orwell argued whoever controls history (language) controls the people. In his novel 1984, a
dictatorial government goes continually writes and re-writes re-write newspapers, history, etc. in
order to make past events conform to current thinking and policy. The past, actual knowledge which
can guide us in the future, is not valued; knowledge must be placed into the service of power and
reflect the ruling party’s interests. For this reason this is why elites have both feared and resisted
science: the scientific method74 possesses the capacity to successfully challenge authority because it
reveals the world as it actually is whereas politics spins reality into some sort of idealized dream (or
nightmare as the case might be). Thus, elites in Orwell’s society (as Heartland and Cato want to do
in our own) erase scientific knowledge and critical thinking by dumbing the public down through a
combination of misinformation, buzzwords, imagery, pageantry, and plausible deniability. 75

71

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/feb/15/climate-sceptics-pai-heartland-institute
https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/265895292191248385?lang=en
73
Naomi Oreskes, Merchants of Doubt, p..
74
th
Scientific Method: a method of procedure that has characterized natural science since the 17 century, consisting in
systematic observation, measurement, and experiment, and the formulation, testing, and modification of hypotheses.
75
Plausible Deniability: a technique of persuasion used by people who exaggerate the degree of our doubt to
influence us to doubt the whole thing, e.g. In 2014, Republican James Inhofe brought a snowball into the United
States’ Senate arguing global warming wasn’t taking place because we still had snow.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3E0a_60PMR8.
72
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Haydn Washington, author of Demystifying Sustainability: Towards Real Solutions, asserts
denialism appears when science presents information challenging the status quo or when it
confronts people with “uncomfortable facts”. 76 In the case of climate change, denialists present the
argument that evidence of severe global changes is inconclusive. For example, in the video I linked
to earlier (59 second mark) Heartland argues sea ice is actually increasing around Antarctica.
Heartland is correct: as of 2016 sea ice was in fact increasing. 77 However, Heartland insisted the
increase in sea ice was due to the fact that the earth’s climate was healthy and rising concentrations
of CO2 wasn’t a problem. Everything’s fine, in other words. The problem though is just saying
everything is “a-okay” doesn’t make it so. The increase in sea ice is actually a prediction of various
climate change models. Models predict glacial ice will melt and recede (this is happening globally).
As glacial ice melts around Antarctica’s coast, surface ice is increasing; this is because new surface
ice is created by colder glacial water entering and rapidly cooling coastal waters. This is why the
total area of surface water around Antarctica is
increasing. An increase in surface ice does not
translate in to an increase in global ice overall.
Glacial ice is as thick as a thousand meters or
more while surface ice thickness is typically
measured in feet. Assuming Antarctica's glaciers
cannot melt indefinitely (there's a finite amount
of glacial ice), it's safe to conclude if the current
warming/melting trend continues there'll
eventually be no more glacial ice; and when the
glacial ice disappears so too follows the
surrounding surface ice.78
As an independent source of knowledge, science
has always had the capacity to challenge
authority.79 Science doesn’t take sides; its
findings, however, frequently have political
implications, e.g. people who benefit from keeping

Figure 9 Satellite imagery of the growth in sea ice around
Antarctica in 2016.

76

Haydn Washington, Demystifying Sustainability: Towards Real Solutions, p.12.
https://www.nasa.gov/content/goddard/antarctic-sea-ice-reaches-new-record-maximum/
78
The globe is, overall, losing ice despite appearances to the contrary; moreover, once the glacial ice either disappears
or is reduced to insignificance, the mechanism responsible for increasing surface ice area will disappear, as
well. Again, propaganda misrepresents and over-simplifies. Please follow this link for an explanation on how
increasing sea ice around Antarctica is confirmation of, rather than proof against, climate
change: http://news.discovery.com/earth/global-warming/does-global-warming-actually-increase-antarctic-sea-ice150731.htm.
79
There are numerous examples throughout history of scientific advances challenging traditional authority, e.g.
Andreas Vesalius’ work in anatomy (disproving Catholic teachings about the body), Galileo Galilei championing
heliocentrism (disproving Catholic teachings around an earth-centered universe), Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution
(placing into question the Christian idea of special creation), George Lyell’s work in geology (establishing the old age of
the earth further placing into question long held beliefs).
77
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things the same don’t like it when their comfortable position (or mindset) is challenged or placed
into question by scientific progress.
I’d like to encourage everyone who is interested in learning more about the historical context of
why we’re getting blitzed by corporate sponsored propaganda and science denialism to read the
following books:
1). Climate Cover-Up: The Crusade to Deny Global Warming by James Hoggan. This is an
interesting read because Hoggan actually worked for corporations to help them spin science to suit
their ends. He’s a marketer and understands what is at stake for both the future of the environment
and democracy.
2). Merchants of Doubt by Naomi Oreskes and Erik M. Conway. Oreskes is particularly important
because she was the scholar responsible for going through thousands of articles on climate change
produced by the scientific community over the past two decades and determined that 97% of those
articles confirmed the consensus view, i.e. 97% of scientists (not working for or funded by the
energy industry) accept climate change is happening and is the result of human industrial activity. If
you’re not much in to reading, then you can watch the documentary of the same name. 80

80

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HD2zixRoBP8
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The Role of Perception in Science: Correlation vs. Causation
“There are things known and there are things unknown, and in between are the doors of
perception.”—Aldous Huxley
A few years ago I recall waking up thirsty and getting up
to go get a drink of water. Inching my way through the
dark I remember seeing my cat sitting patiently at the
front door. I reached down to pet her speaking the
affectionate words, “Who's a kitty? Who's a kitty?” A
couple unrequited pets later I realized I wasn’t petting a
cat at all; I was actually petting my oldest son’s felt-lined
Sorel winter boots.
Feeling a little silly I chuckled to myself, got my drink,
and returned to bed. I assume I’m not the only person who
makes mistakes in perception like this. This is what I’d call an honest mistake. There are times,
however, when our mistakes are less honest (like when we deliberately choose to believe in
comforting falsehoods instead of accept facts). For this reason the scientific method is an invaluable
tool helping us reliably test claims people make about the world. Yet, despite having this
methodology available to us we continue, figuratively speaking, mistaking boots for cats.
We are natural born story tellers: historically speaking we’ve developed some interesting ways of
interpreting what we see and experience. In 1700 BCE the Babylonians saw what they believed to
be divine displeasure whenever eclipses occurred. For this reason Babylonian priests conducted
elaborate rituals to appease gods Tiamat and Abzu.81 Siberian peoples, like the Chukchee, believed
they could stop strong winds by simply dropping their pants, bending over and chanting, “Western
Wind, look here! Look down on my buttocks. We will give you some fat. Cease blowing!” 82 More
recently, in 2012 to be exact, a crucifix in Mumbai, India, was discovered to be “crying”. 83
Hundreds of thousands of eager Catholics have since visited the site in order to drink the “tears”
hoping to either be healed or to get a glimpse of the divine.

81

Comets have always evoked fear and superstition. Their occasional appearance disturbingly challenged the notion
of an unalterable and divinely ordered Cosmos. The ancients deduced comets were there for a reason: they were
harbingers of disaster, auguries of divine wrath—foretelling the deaths of princes, the fall of kingdoms. The
Babylonians thought comets were celestial beards. The Greeks thought of flowing hair, the Arabs of flaming swords.
Ptolemy thought comets bring wars, hot weather and “disturbed conditions”. The Lutheran Bishop of Madgeburg
named Andreas Celichius published in 1578 a pamphlet called a Theological Reminder of the New Comet in which he
offered the inspired view that a comet is “the thick smoke of human sins, rising every day, every hour, every moment,
full of stench and horror before the face of God.” But his contemporaries offered the counter-argument that if comets
were the smoke of sin then the skies would be continually ablaze with them. Carl Sagan, Cosmos, p.53
82
Robert Wright, The Evolution of God, p.9.
83
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/nov/23/india-blasphemy-jesus-tears
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Eclipses end and unruly winds cease. But not because of elaborate ceremonies or ritual flashing.
In the case of either the ancient Babylonians or contemporary Indian Catholics, both confused
correlation with causation. An honest mistake, really. Philosopher David Hume (1711-1776 AD)
described the problem with our penchant for story telling in the following way: someone sees Y
happen after they see or perform action X; that same someone then concludes X is the cause of Y;
then that person predicts erroneously that the same pattern will hold true for the future. 84 This X
causes Y business looks a lot like reasoning; however, the whole process has more to do with
Pavlovian85 conditioning than thinking as defined.
Hume essentially argued that errors in perception lead us to connect or make correlations between
things that may or may not be related. In the diagram to the right, a correlation was discovered
between an increase in Facebook user activity and Greece’s debt. Obviously, one did not cause the
other; however, what’s important to appreciate here is that we jump to conclusions like this all the
time without realizing it.

For example, let’s correlate rising sea levels with one or more of the following:





Rising Somali piracy off the coast of East Africa
Justifiable declining sales of Justin Bieber albums
Increasing likes on any given cat video found on YouTube
The political fortunes of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt

84

This is an example of the Post hoc ergo propter hoc logically fallacy, i.e. It is not valid to assume out of hand that just
because event Y followed event X, event Y must have been caused by event X.
85
In 1927, Ivan Pavlov studied something called classical conditioning on his dogs. In these experiments, Pavlov
sounded a bell while presenting food to a dog, thereby stimulating the natural flow of saliva in the dog’s mouth.
Eventually, the dogs started to equate the sound of the bell with food and would salivate automatically (without any
food being present).
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You get the point: any two things—no matter how unrelated or disconnected—can exist in
a perceived relationship or correlation. For this reason David Hume warned, “When men are most
sure and arrogant they are commonly most mistaken, giving views to passion without that proper
deliberation which alone can secure them from the grossest absurdities.” 86 Hume cautioned us from
assuming we could know something so well, so certainly, no further work or understanding was
required of us. Hume’s biographer, Roderick Graham, added that although Hume supported the
cause of reason the philosopher nonetheless felt relying on it alone led to intellectual complacency
and blindness. Something was needed to prevent people from using reason simply to invent
reality or fall back on old certainties. Hume felt the only means available to us to minimize error
was using the scientific method.
Scientists establish cause and effect by proving that effects observed in an experiment proceed from
an identifiable cause. This appears to be something relatively easy to accomplish; nonetheless, the
world is a complicated place and doesn’t necessarily submit to our need for clear cut explanations.
There’s rarely ever one variable to consider when studying any phenomenon. So we need to be
disciplined when coaxing Nature to give up her secrets and we do this through a process called
falsification, e.g. ask a question, construct an experiment to test the question, and then either falsify
(disprove) or confirm (prove) the question's claim. If we confirm the question's claim, then we pass
on what we’ve learned to the scientific community for replication; if the results are successfully
repeated multiple times (ideally by different groups of researchers) we might be able to tease out a
cause and effect relationship.
To their credit the Babylonians eventually worked it out for themselves eclipses faded away all on
their own. I'm not so sure if the Chukchee worked it out with the wind. I can say, however,
with virtually 100% certainty (and I say virtually because there’s no such thing as 100% certainty in
science) buttocks slapping likely has no influence whatsoever over prevailing weather patterns.
Further still, the crying crucifix in Mumbai
turned out to be not so sad after all—the “tears”
were the product of a leaking toilet and clogged
drain in an adjacent room. A science-minded
chap named Sanal Edamaruku had the audacity
of appealing to known physics—the capillary
action87 of water specifically (see below)—
rather than a miracle for an explanation.
The capillary action of water is defined as
water’s capacity to adhere to the walls of a
container causing an upward force on the liquid
forcing the water upward. Yes, water can

Figure 10 Scientific illiteracy is a huge problem affecting the
public because it exposes them to the manipulation of
charlatans and profiteers.

86

David Hume, An Inquiry Concerning the Principals of Morals, p.186.
Capillary action, or capillarity, is the tendency of a liquid in a capillary tube or absorbent material to rise or fall as a
result of the surface tension of the liquid.
87
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flow up a wall. In the case of the statue, a clogged drain in the adjacent bathroom contributed to
water spilling on the floor, permeating the wall, climbing said wall, soaking through the other side,
finally dripping on to the crucifix in the adjacent room, eventually forming in to a pool at the foot of
the statue. The Catholic Church in India subsequently brought charges of blasphemy against
Edamaruku. Apparently blasphemy is still a “thing” in the 21st century. Edamaruku fled to Finland
to avoid prosecution. The funny thing is the hypothesis that the crucifix was crying was
entirely falsifiable, i.e. fix the toilet, unclog the drain and see whether or not water still collects on
the statue. Regrettably, you can take the person out of the 10 th century but it’s an entirely different
thing taking the 10th century out of the person. Needless to say, the Church jumped to conclusions
when they should’ve called a plumber or made use of Ockham’s Razor instead. 88
A number of years ago I came across a story, more than likely fictitious, of a professor of anatomy
who discovered the body he was dissecting didn’t look at all like the diagram in Galen’s On
Anatomical Procedures. Galen (130-200 AD) was a Greek anatomist who had the misfortune of
working at a time when the Catholic Church outlawed the dissection of human corpses. Ultimately,
Galen was forced to rely on dissecting pigs and apes to develop his ideas on human anatomy. For
this reason people prescribed to the Genesis-based idea that men had one less rib than women; that
is, until Andreas Vesalius (1514-1564 AD) falsified the “rib hypothesis” by actually looking to see
if there was a difference between men and women. Paine (1737-1809 AD), author of The Age of
Reason, explained the reason
people tended to believe in
belief was because of “the long
habit of believing a thing true
[giving] it the superficial
appearance of being right.”89
In light of Paine’s remarks, I
suppose it’s understandable
that a certain professor of
anatomy ignored the need to
conduct tests, like so many of
us do, and succumbed to
arguments from authority and
Figure 11 Andreas Vesalius
tradition.

88

Ockham’s Razor is a heuristic tool used in formal logic where thinkers look for the simplest answer to a given
question. Do not mistake “simplest” to mean “simple-minded”. For example, it would be simple-minded to
unquestioningly accept the claim aliens constructed the pyramids in Egypt. The simpler, or more logically supportable,
explanation is the Egyptians made use of tens of thousands of slaves over centuries to build these immense
structures. Thus, using Ockham’s Razor we don’t jump to conclusions, e.g. I see water at the foot of a statue I don’t
automatically assume a miracle has taken place. Instead, I investigate and rule out every single other, more likely,
possibility. Edamaruku wasn’t guilty of blasphemy. He was guilty of being scientifically literate and challenging belief.
89
Thomas Paine, Common Sense, p.45.
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Another professor, an Italian named Galileo Galilei (1564-1642 AD), was less inclined to accept
arguments from authority than Galen. In the mid-1600s, and thanks to the Greek philosopher
Aristotle (384-322 BCE), people believed the commonsensical notion larger objects fell faster to
the ground than smaller ones because of their relative mass. Galileo knew this description of
gravity, an example of storytelling, was false and wanted to disprove Aristotle (no small feat
considering people tend to get defensive and double-down to protect traditional understanding).
Therefore, Galileo designed a simple thought experiment to test Aristotle’s assertion. The
experiment involved having students drop
two objects (one large, one small) from the
leaning tower at Pisa. There's some debate as
to whether the experiment actually took
place; however, what is not debatable is had
it taken place the objects would have hit the
ground, as would have the jaws of Aristotle’s
supporters, at precisely the same time.
Aristotle was unseated and we knew just a
little more about how the world actually
worked; not because of butt-slapping or
revelation or Church doctrine but because of
the scientific method. What's sad is four
centuries later writers are still trying to
convince the public "science delivers the
Figure 12 Students prepare to drop two objects from the
goods".90
leaning tower at Pisa to test Aristotle’s theory.
To his credit Aristotle looked to natural causes instead of to gods to explain why the world worked
as it did; however, Aristotle’s methodology was fundamentally flawed in at least two respects:


Firstly, he trusted too much in his own power of deduction to help him see how things
worked, e.g. I don’t feel the earth moving therefore it must not be moving (a false deduction
leading to a false correlation). Actually, the earth is moving at 15 km/s around the Sun
while rotating on its axis, moving up and down following the Sun’s 23 million year
procession, wobbling at the impress/interplay of the Sun/Moon, tilting every so often.
There’s no single static, immovable point or center in the universe either; everything is
moving.)



Secondly, unlike Galileo, Aristotle never conducted a single experiment. Not a one.

So what does all this mean for people living the 21 st century? For one accept the possibility it might
be wise to suspend your judgement until you have something concrete, something real supporting a

90

Carl Sagan, The Demon Haunted World, p.30.
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particular claim or belief you hold. 91 Secondly, common sense is a completely inadequate basis for
forming trustworthy or informed opinions—for example the causes of homelessness are complex
and don’t just boil down to “homeless people are lazy”; the causes of criminality are likewise
complicated and not reducible to simply “people from racial group X are natural born criminals”;
and a person's sexual orientation isn't a choice so much as a reflection of genetics, i.e. a person no
more can choose their orientation than they can their eye color. Thirdly, quit trusting in your gut so
much: I recall reading about an interaction between a journalist and the astrophysicist, Carl Sagan
(1934-1996 AD). The journalist asked the Sagan about the possibility of life existing on other
planets. The scientist hesitated to respond. When pressed to share his “gut feeling” Sagan
responded, “But I try not to think with my gut. Really, it’s okay to reserve judgement until the
evidence is in”.92 It's okay to wait for evidence before making your mind up; it really is.
We would do well relying less on our gut or imagination so much—because guts tell us stories like
‘vaccines cause autism,’ ‘larger objects fall to the ground faster than small ones,’ ‘God puts fossils
in the ground to test our faith,’ ‘the earth doesn’t move,’ or ‘trickle-down economics works’ as
defined. Evidence based decision making means being willing to deal with the world as it actually
is as opposed to how we would rather have it. This applies to every aspect of decision-making from
science to politics and even when it comes to mistakenly petting Sorel boots.

91

This is an allusion to something the mathematician and philosopher Bertrand Russell observed: It is a good idea to
hang a question mark now and then on the things we have taken for granted.
92
Carl Sagan, The Demon Haunted World, p.180.
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The Role of Perception in Science: Science & Religion
“It’s actually the minority of religious people who rejects science or feel threatened by it or want to
sort of undo or restrict where science can go. The rest, you know are just fine with science. And it
has been that way ever since the beginning.”—Neil deGrasse Tyson
I added visiting the Kentucky Creation Museum—a place depicting humans and dinosaurs coexisting despite being separated by 65 million years—to my bucket list. I’ve got two problems
though: the first is I think they’d throw me out for my incessant snickering; and secondly, I can’t
bear the thought of financially supporting something so patently absurd. A similar museum exists in
Big Valley, Alberta. I thought Canadians were immune to this type of thing; then I remember
people from Saskatchewan deliberately wear watermelons on their heads to football games.
On the Big Valley Creation Science Museum’s
website one visitor from Montana remarked “I
spent more time in this museum than I did at the
Smithsonian.”93 I was at the Smithsonian in
2009 (and again in 2015 because I wasn’t able
to see everything); it’s a complex of 130 or so
buildings sprawling across Washington, D. C. I
spent an entire day managing only to fit in a
whirlwind tour of three or four museums
(including most of the memorials along the
National Mall). The Big Valley Creation
Museum is the size of a small bungalow. I
haven’t personally visited the Big Valley
museum (yet). But I did the next best thing: I
spent some time on the museum’s website.

Figure 13 An exhibit from the Big Valley Creation Science
Museum.

One photo on the site immediately caught my eye: a display presenting the earth as only a few
thousand years old. The implications of a young earth are not insignificant—this would at the very
least mean:


The Cambrian Explosion did not take place 500 million but around 6,000 years ago. 94



Humans and dinosaurs existed on earth at the same time (dubious given the absence of
either literary or archaeological evidence). 95

93

http://www.bvcsm.com/
The Cambrian Explosion was a relatively short evolutionary event beginning around 541 million years ago during
which most major animal phyla appeared as indicated in the fossil record. This period is particularly noteworthy
because life certainly existed prior to the Cambrian Explosion; however, pre-Cambrian organisms lacked shells or
skeletons. Thus, nothing remains of these creatures in the fossil record. Then around 541 million years ago organisms
developed the ability to extract carbon out of the environment to make shells, etc. The reason this period is referred
to as an “explosion” is because all of a sudden—all of a sudden in geological terms—over a span of millions of years a
significant number of new creatures appear as if out of nowhere in the fossil record.
94
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Genetic drift, as defined, would not have enough time to shape human beings into the shapes
and colors we currently find them, e.g. 6,000 years would not be enough time to explain the
differences between First Nations peoples currently residing in North America and their
Siberian ancestors.96



Tectonic plates move on average at about the rate of a fingernail growing. This short period
is insufficient to explain similarities between rocks found on different continents which at
one time in the distant past were touching one another, e.g. There exists chemically identical
rock types, identical geologic structures, etc. across the equatorial Atlantic, common to both
Africa and South America supporting the theory that the continents were at one time
together.97



If the Cosmos were in fact 6,000 years old, the Andromeda Galaxy (our nearest galactic
neighbor) would be invisible to us. Andromeda is 2.3 light years away. This means it takes
2.3 million years for light traveling 186,000 miles per second to reach us from this
neighboring galaxy. Also, not only would we not be able to see Andromeda, but 99.9999%
of stars we can currently see would be invisible to us. 98

Basically, all of modern science—physics,
astrophysics, chemistry, geology, biology,
genetics, archaeology, even history—would
have to be rejected in order to accept a
young earth hypothesis as supportable. It is
absolutely fine to challenge the scientific
consensus; however, we need to be careful
not to hold science to a higher standard than
we do faith and vice-versa. If we’re honest,
we’ll hold faith and science to equal
Figure 14 The T-rex fossil nicknamed “Sue”.
standards and be consistent, instead of
selective, in terms of our criticisms and
conclusions; moreover, it is wise throughout this whole process to recognize and accept the fact
faith and science perform vastly different functions. The apparent contradiction between them
reveals more about the inflexibility and stubbornness of the affected individuals than anything about
the apparent intrinsic differences between these two areas of knowledge.
Crunching the Numbers
Being somewhat familiar with the mythology of ancient peoples, and possessing more than a
passing interest in their history, I’d argue that—imagined dragons, leviathans and behemoths
95

What many people don’t realize is not only did humans and dinosaurs never live at the same time, not all dinosaurs
even existed at the same time. The fossil record reveals a sort of “arms race” between herbivores and carnivores over
a span of 165 million years. These massive creatures roamed the Earth during the Mesozoic Era (between 230 to 65
million years ago).
96
Claudio Barigozzi (Editor), Vito Voltera Symposium on Mathematical Models in Biology, p.40.
97
Clarence A. Hall Jr., Introduction to the Geology of Southern California and Its Native Plants, p.28.
98
Some Young Earth Creationists argue God simply fixed (or “froze”) all the light particles (photons) in place at
Creation in 4004 BCE. If God did this it would give the universe the appearance of looking old while actually being
relatively young. This is an excellent example of special pleading.
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notwithstanding—there’s a conspicuous absence of written accounts describing encounters between
ancient Sumerians and Velociraptors. I’m just going to throw out a few figures here, call it a
thought experiment if you will: let’s assume there was human/dinosaur co-existence. Let’s also
assume the Tyrannosaurus Rex fossil lovingly known as “Sue” is typical of her species: 99


Sue was approximately 42 feet long, weighing somewhere around 7 metric tons



To meet Sue's energy requirements she needs to consume in excess of 40,000 calories a day

I crunched100 the numbers for how many calories a 160 pound human is equivalent to (using a
pound of hamburger as my standard); it turns out a 160 pound person is the equivalent of 30,000
calories, give or take.


One T. Rex needs 30,000 calories they would have to eat approximately one person per day.

Given Sue’s ravenous appetite it is obvious humans would not have survived, let alone established
civilization, living with these giant creatures; and there wasn’t just one or two T. Rexs
puttering about. Accepting the fact only a small percentage of T. Rex actually end up fossilizing, and
of these we discover and unearth only a few, we can assume (globally) that at one time tens of
thousands of just this one variety of dinosaur lived alongside human beings for centuries. Then there’s
the problem of explaining why all of the dinosaurs, e.g. like an 85 foot long, 25 ton Brachiosaur
doesn’t appear in the literary record (yet these creatures are brilliantly preserved in the fossil record).

All of these creatures are clearly absent in our stories: and if ever a story-teller was looking for a
hook to keep children engaged during a fire side chat on a cold autumn night, it’d be the T. Rex that
visited the village and ate three people last Tuesday.
99

https://www.fieldmuseum.org/at-the-field/exhibitions/sue-t-rex
Pun intended.

100
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The Young Earth Hypothesis
In the 1600s, a scholastic named Bishop Ussher posited the earth was created in the year 4004
BCE. He wasn’t the only one who thought the Earth was young. Basically everyone did (even the
period’s great scientist Isaac Newton believed Creation must have taken place around 4,000 BCE).
Ussher didn’t claim to approximately know when everything was created; he claimed to know the
exact date: at midnight of October 23rd, 4004. Ussher further asserted everything would last only
6,000 years (one thousand years for each day it took God to make everything), e.g. “One day is with
the Lord as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one day.” 101 The date the Earth was supposed
to end was Monday, November 4th, 1996. From what I can tell Ussher’s work was considered
authoritative when it was published in the 17th century. His thinking continued to influence
perspectives on the various branches of science and theology well into the 19 th century.102
Stating the obvious, Ussher was neither a scientist nor did he understand the scientific method; 103 he
lived at a time when it was regarded un-necessary to empirically test theories; theories simply had
to match belief and agree with established wisdom. 104 Thus, when Ussher arrived at his date for
creation he didn’t base it on any tests. He, like many a scholastic before him, was simply defending
dogma. He dated no rocks. He assessed no fossil record; and even if he had known about the fossil
record he wouldn’t have recognized its significance; it wasn’t until the 19 th century people finally
realized fossils belonged to extinct creatures; and it might seem odd to us, but in the 17 th century,
the very notion of extinction itself was completely alien to everyone. If he looked at the fossil
record he would’ve assumed what he was looking at were analogous to coal deposits or minerals. 105
Ussher’s Method
How exactly did Ussher arrive at the year 4004 BCE for the creation of the earth? He used some
basic addition:


Add up the ages of the Hebrew patriarchs found in Genesis, e.g. if Adam lived to be 900
years old Ussher could establish the earth was at least 900 years old. 106

101

2 Peter 3:8.
th
th
There was a literal Renaissance in terms of biblical scholarship in the late 19 and early 20 centuries. In an effort
to get at the truth of the “historical Jesus,” scholars like Karl Barth, Hans Urs von Balthasar, and Dietrich Bonhoeffer,
etc. recognized the intrinsic value of learning more about Judaism to come to a fuller appreciation for Christianity. The
knowledge that the Jews interpreted the number 6 figuratively to mean perfection was a product of this new
approach to understanding the Old and New Testament.
103
The scientific method was developed over a number of centuries; it did not exist in its current form at the time
Ussher was completing his work on the age of the Earth.
104
Ussher belonged to a long line of scholastics that ensured all human knowledge lined up with the official teachings
of the Catholic Church. Some historically noteworthy scholastics were Thomas Aquinas, Anselm of Canterbury, and
Peter Abelard. Although Aquinas continues to be regarded as an important thinker (unjustifiably so in my opinion), it
was Abelard who had more to contribute to human understanding. In his book Sic et Non, Abelard laid down four
rules for argument and investigation: 1). Systematically doubt and question everything; 2). Recognize the difference
between statements of rational proof and those merely of persuasion; 3). Be precise in your use of words, and expect
precision from others; and 4). Watch for error (even in scriptures considered holy).
105
Elizabeth Kolbert, The Sixth Extinction, p.23-28.
106
Telomeres are tiny structures at either end of our chromosomes. These structures keep chromosomes discreet
from one another and organized; they also shorten every single time a cell replicates. The physical aging process is in
many respects a reflection of this division process. Based on our current understanding of genetics it is physically
102
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He used known and re-current celestial events mentioned in scripture, e.g. comets,
equinoxes, etc. to add to his total time.



He calculated roughly when and how long certain important events took place, e.g. Noah’s
Flood, etc.

Just like any good scholastic,
Ussher started and ended with
conclusions. I certainly appreciate
Jews and Christians believe the
Old Testament important. But I
wonder whether people of faith do
themselves and scripture a disservice when they regard holy
writ as the equivalent of a
scientific work, i.e. the
Cosmology presented in the Old
Testament is clearly and
essentially a Babylonian one.107
Again, treating scripture as a
scientifically reliable source of
information is problematic both
for practical knowledge and for
believers.
In terms of practical knowledge, if we exclusively used the Torah exclusively to understand the
physical universe we wouldn’t learn much; it clearly is focused on ethics, morality and a description
of the Israelite experience with God throughout their history.
In terms of implications for individual believers, if we think scripture is a work of science then we
place ourselves into some danger; that is, when and if our assumptions about God are successfully
challenged by modern science one of two things is likely to happen:
impossible for a human being to live older than around 120 years. Young earth supporters claim Adam and his
descendants were exceptional, in that, they had “perfect genes”. The reality is there’s no such thing as either
“perfect” or “inferior” genes; there are just a variety of genes; and if humankind starts with them then we have the
same genes they had (with some modification over time of course). This perfect gene argument is an example of the
fallacious reasoning known as special pleading.
107
The worldview presented in scripture reflects the Babylonian worldview which was accepted as authoritative by
virtually every ancient society (including Israel), e.g. there are not thousands of stars but hundreds of millions in our
galaxy alone; the earth is not covered by a glass dome but by an atmosphere; the earth is not the center of creation
(no such center point exists in the entire Cosmos); the earth is not fixed in place, it everything is in motion in the
universe; the earth is not flat but a sphere like the eight other planets in our solar system (and the 1000 some odd
exo-planets) we have discovered thanks to improvements in astrophysics; and the Cosmos is not confined to our solar
system rather there are 400 billion additional galaxies (and billions and billions, to invoke Sagan here, of additional
stars in these) all within the observable universe; and the Cosmos is not 6,000 years old it is 13.82 billion.
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1). The affected individual concludes that since modern science places their
assumptions about God in to question then God Himself, and not the individual’s
falsified assumptions, must be false. So that person loses their faith.
or
2). The affected individual ignores science altogether convincing themselves their
assumptions about God are true and therefore science must be wrong somehow. The
person continues believing in God but persists in a state of cognitive dissonance.
The reality is the beliefs we have about God say more about us and virtually nothing about God
Himself, i.e. when someone believes the world must be 6,000 years old for God to exist, this belief
becomes an obstacle to adopting a new understanding or adapting to new information. To be
perfectly honest there’s no reason to think God isn’t capable of working in ways that make little
intuitive sense to us.108 So, when we are proven wrong it is wise to simply say to ourselves, 'I was
wrong in this respect yet God could still exist.' For this reason I tend to see wisdom in the idea put
forward by biologist Stephen Jay Gould. Gould argued science and religion belong to "nonoverlapping magisteria" and each represents a different area of inquiry. 109 Mix them together and
we get either bad science or bad religion.
Growing up an idealist and seeker of truth, and then developing into a discerning man of letters, I
look at scripture's importance as largely ethical. This does not diminish scripture (at least in my
opinion): it can inspire people to goodness and too love justice. Unfortunately, as is the case with
anything beautiful it can be mis-used: it has been used to justify hate and even slavery. 110 I have
always found such use of scripture as abhorrent and I’ve never understood how anyone capable of
understanding Jesus’ command that we should love one another could ignore this and choose to
hate instead.
Conclusion
In his book Finding Darwin’s God, Kenneth R. Miller attempted to find common ground between
science and religion. He explained scientific theories could not be used to disprove the existence of
God. Instead, science provides an objective description of what’s physically happening “out there”
and in so doing challenges out-dated, pre-scientific dogmas like Ussher’s. I tend to agree with
Miller, in that, if Western religious traditions are to remain relevant ways must be found to
reconcile faith with science (as per Gould's dictum). If this is not done, if we rely on quaint (though
factually dubious) museums in Big Valley or Kentucky to tell the story of the faithful, I’m not
108

Quantum mechanics would seem to point to a physical reality full of possibility that is not intuitive whatsoever. The
physicist Richard Feynman (1918-1988) once observed, “Whoever thinks they understand quantum mechanics has
rocks in their head.” In his book The Grand Design, the theoretical physicist Stephen Hawking discusses the
strangeness of quantum theory and its implications for the human understanding of the universe.
109
Stephen Jay Gould, “Non-Overlapping Magisteria,” Natural History Magazine (1997).
110
In Genesis 9:20-27, Noah’s son Ham sees his drunken father naked. Embarrassed Noah arguably over-reacts and
curses Ham and Ham’s descendants (who just so happen to be the Canaanites). Some scholars argue that the story’s
original purpose was to justify the subjection of the Canaanites to the Israelites. However, in later centuries this
narrative was interpreted by Jews, Christians, and Muslims as an explanation for the existence of black skin
(discoloration due to the curse) and the justification for enslaving black people.
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convinced that the faith that gave me such hope as a young man will survive into the next century
except on the margins. To put it simply: the earth is not young; it isn’t even ancient; it is
incomprehensibly old.
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The Role of Perception in Science: Model Dependent Realism
“Science cannot solve the ultimate mystery of nature. And that is because, in the last analysis, we
ourselves are part of the mystery that we are trying to solve.”—Max Planck
The scientific method is the best tool of discernment we have. We don’t believe in things when
using science.111 We just have to observe and make sense of the things we see. With that said, we
do have to interpret and make sense of the evidence we gather through the scientific method to
construct models. For example, physicists have proven experimentally the theory of relativity’s
prediction of traveling into the future, e.g. the faster a particle (or person) travels the slower speed
flows relative to a particle (person) at rest on earth.112 The implications of relativity and time travel
are interesting to say the least, i.e. a person traveling at the speed of light for two weeks would
return to earth where months have passed for the rest of us.
Many theoretical physicists believe there’s symmetry to the universe.113 For this reason some
theorists argue if we can travel in to the future we should, at least in principle, be capable of
traveling in to the past. Enter Kurt
Gödel. Gödel (1906-1978) was an
Austrian mathematician best known for
developing the “incompleteness
theorems” (theorems describing the
limits of what mathematics can and
cannot prove). Gödel used relativity’s
predictions and mathematics to develop
a model of the universe positing the
Cosmos rotated. This rotation was
important for two reasons: firstly,
conceptually speaking it prevented the
Figure 15 An illustration of Gödel’s spinning universe.
universe from collapsing in on itself
while, secondly, enabling known
physics to allow for travel into the past. According to Gödel’s model a traveler could return to a
point in their own past by completing a circuit around a “cylinder” in space-time (see diagram

111

This is not entirely accurate. There are some branches of mathematics and theoretical physics where belief, as
defined, is required. In physics, string theory is a theoretical framework where the point-like particles, e.g. electrons,
protons, photons, etc. used in Classical or Newtonian physics are replaced by one-dimensional objects called “strings”.
String theory describes how these strings propagate through space and interact with one another. The problem,
though, is after four decades of investigation we have never actually seen any strings (they are believed to exist to
make the associated theories and models work). Two other areas where things are believed to exist are in our study of
“dark matter” and “dark energy”. With that said, belief is supported by indirect observation in science. There’s no
blind acceptance of things unseen.
112
In Classical physics, time flows at the same rate for everyone everywhere at all times; however, time according to
relativity actually flows at different rates for different people. Time dilation is the difference of elapsed time between
two events as measured by observers either moving relative to each other or differently situated from a gravitational
mass or masses.
113
I am using the word believe as a synonym for prediction.
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above).114 Roughly stated, since space-time was physical a traveler could follow a “closed time-like
curve” and return to any point in the past along Gödel’s proposed cylinder. Putting it more simply, a
closed-time like curve is any path through space-time that loops back on itself (so a traveler could
move back in time in the same sense they could both start and end a journey around the world in
New York City).
As luck would have it, Gödel’s theory was proven impossible: observations since Gödel developed
his model firmly established the Cosmos is actually expanding, not rotating. The ability to use his
space-time loops depended almost entirely upon a rotating universe. Despite the obvious
shortcomings in Gödel’s model, the math underpinning it was still consistent with the theory of
relativity (suggesting, at least at the level of mathematics, traveling back in time
is theoretically possible).115 The second implication of Gödel’s work is a little less obvious but no
less important: we can construct models capable of making valid predictions about reality even
though the model itself might only be symbolic, or representational, of that reality. 116
Reality is complex. For this reason it’s difficult constructing models capable of fully explaining
what’s happening “out there”. The fact is scientists can develop two models to describe the exact
same phenomenon, e.g. light is describable as traveling both as a wave and as a discreet particle. So
is light a wave or a discreet particle? It’s
both. The model we decide to use depends
a lot on what we’re trying to learn. For
example, it might be more useful
describing light as a particle in order to
understand how it interacts with the eye;
however, it might be more useful thinking
of light as a wave as it travels over vast
distances.117 Albert Einstein explained the
situation this way: “It seems as though we
must use sometimes the one theory and
sometimes the other, while at times we
may use either. We are faced with a new
kind of difficulty. We have two
contradictory pictures of reality; separately neither of them fully explains the phenomena of light,
but together they do.”118
114

Scientific American (September 2015), p.73.
Theoretical thinking is helpful when you’re trying to imagine something or problem-solve, but your theories should
always be tested out in the practical world. As philosopher Bertrand Russell said, “The theoretical understanding of
the world, which is the aim of philosophy, is not a matter of great practical importance to animals, or to savages, or
even to most civilized men.”
116
Dark energy is something theoretically possible that can explain our expanding universe; however, we’ve never
observed it directly; rather, it has been posited to exist as part of a theory to explain what we’re observing. Scientists
used to think the expansion would slow-down, finally stop, reverse and the Cosmos would collapse in on itself in a
“Big Crush”. The assumption was the Cosmos’ internal gravity was strong enough to stop expansion and bring
everything back together. Instead, the universe is expanding at an accelerating rate; therefore, something physical
(that we cannot see) is overcoming the inward pull of gravity, e.g. dark energy. Dark energy’s existence is consistent
with known physics and mathematics (and is therefore theoretically possible).
117
In reality all particles can be explained as either a particle or a wave.
118
Albert Einstein and Leopold Infeld, The Evolution of Physics, p.262-263.
115
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There is nothing contradictory about describing the same phenomenon using more than one model;
rather, this capacity speaks to the overall explanatory power of science; that is, we can use
science to develop different ways to describe the same reality in terms we can understand and make
predictions.
The KT Controversy
In order to develop a better appreciation for how models work, let’s consider a relatively recent
controversy in paleontology. Every kid knows that the dinosaurs roamed Earth millions of years
ago; they also know the story about how an asteroid struck the planet 65 million years ago wiping
out the dinosaurs. What school children don’t get taught is the possibility that the dinosaurs were
already in decline before the asteroid impact.
Paleontologists and geologists call the
asteroid impact the Cretaceous-Tertiary
(KT) extinction event. We know about this
event because of evidence found in the
ground through in the rock and fossil
record. The Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary
is what geologists call a “geological
signature” identified through a thin band of
rock.119 The rock at this boundary is in part
characterized by a deposit of silvery-white
metal called iridium. The iridium deposit is
consistent with asteroid or comet impacts,
i.e. meteorites contain a greater
concentration
of iridium than what one
Figure 16 The earth tells a story through its geological history and
strata.
would normally find on Earth; therefore, we
can form the following model: if we
combine what we find in the fossil record at the KT boundary, e.g. dinosaurs rapidly going extinct,
etc. and the presence of iridium we can predict an asteroid impact contributed directly to the
extinction of the dinosaurs.
The problem with the KT model is it might be wrong. Subsequent analysis of the KT’s rock and
sediment suggests the possibility the dinosaurs were already in decline before the impact. Iridium is
not only produced by asteroid impacts. Volcanoes can also produce and spew this element out and
deposit it on the ground; moreover, increased volcanic activity is a known cause of climate change.
Thus, the extinction of the dinosaurs at the KT might be the product of a combination of climate
change and an asteroid impact.120
So, which model is correct? An asteroid impact killed off the dinosaurs? Or was climate change
responsible? Both? This KT controversy is the result of the genuine difficulty of constructing
models from an interpretation of the available facts, i.e. both asteroids and volcanoes produce
iridium. The KT controversy presents us with a glimpse at the difficulty of constructing models: we
119

Geological signatures are related to a branch of geology called stratigraphy. Stratigraphy is the study of rock layers
(strata) and layering (stratification). The deeper the layer of rock the older it is. This is called the Principle of Superposition in geology.
120
See www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/diapsids/extinctheory.html.
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cannot physically go back in time (stupid Gödel didn’t try hard enough); therefore, we must create a
picture of what happened by using a combination of the available evidence and logical
conjecture.121 Science is less a body of knowledge and more of a way of thinking or problem
solving. Scientists are detectives in the truest sense.
Suffice to say that although the science helps us make sense of things, we can use multiple models
to explain the same event or reality. This does make science something untrustworthy or arbitrary,
i.e. scientists aren’t just making stories up as they go along. Instead, what needs to be understood is
science doesn’t produce certainty, it produces plausibility.122
Model Dependent Realism
The scientific method helps us construct plausible models of what is or what is not happening. Yet,
our models are not entirely objective explanations. In the time of Isaac Newton (1643-1727 AD), it
scientists assumed nature was one big machine and we could look at and analyze how that machine
worked from the outside. However, advances in scientific knowledge have established without any
doubt we are not objective observers. Instead, we reside right inside the machine itself making it
completely impossible to describe what we see with perfect clarity. 123
How many high school science teachers teach the following fact? Even our best model is only ever
provisional.124 In his book The Grand Design (2010), theoretical physicist Stephen Hawking (1942present) describes the implications of science being provisional by appealing to a conceptual
framework he called “model dependent realism”.
Model dependent realism, roughly stated, is the idea our models (or perceptions) are merely
representational (or symbolic) of reality. The models are not reality itself.125 Hawking argues
different models are capable of describing the same phenomenon while being equally useful; that is,
what makes a model successful is not whether or not it disqualifies or even falsifies competing
models. Successful models are ones simply making valid predictions while being “simpler and
more elegant”126 than another model describing the exact same thing.
121

Logical conjecture is opinion reached by a theorist without having the benefit of all the evidence. Although logical
conjecture is similar to a guess, a guess is random while logical conjecture is a prediction; it’s a prediction made on the
basis of both an appeal to logic (how things normally work) and evidence (what we can see).
122
Plausibility: having an appearance of truth or reason; credible.
123
Albert Einstein’s theory of relativity had a number of important implications for scientific thinking. Newtonian
physics was built upon the idea observers were completely separate from what they were studying; thus, we could
perfectly and objectively describe what we were studying; however, relativity established that observers (scientists)
are intimately part of the physical world (not separate from it), e.g. different observers can see the exact same event
but experience it differently. The different experiences aren’t just some sort of subjective thing (like one person is
happy and the other happens to be sad). The difference is physically tangible, e.g. an observer at rest and an observer
in motion would actually experience the same event differently. This is why it is called the theory of relativity, i.e. time
flows at different rates for different people due to a combination of speed and the presence of massive objects.
124
Provisional: arranged or existing for the present in its current form, possibly to be changed later.
125
Think of it this way: nature can be described through mathematics but is not mathematics itself.
126
Some people confuse the phrase “simpler and more elegant” as meaning the same thing as “simplistic”. This would
be an error. If an explanation is “simple” this just means the theorist avoids positing a bunch of things into existence
which are un-necessary to make a theory plausible. The word simple, in the scientific context means, a straightforward explanation where we don’t needlessly invent fantastic explanations, e.g. some conspiracy theorists believe
the pyramids in Egypt were constructed by some extraordinarily advanced alien society; there’s no need to posit
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Stephen Hawking illustrated what model dependent realism was by contrasting Ptolemy’s
“geocentric view” with the Copernican or “heliocentric view” of the solar system. 127 Hawking
asserted geocentric view was just as good as the heliocentric (sun-centered) view in at least two
ways: firstly, both models accurately described how the solar system functioned; and secondly, both
models were equally capable of being used to make predictions on where planets would be and
when they would be there.128 For example, we could use Ptolemy’s model and still manage to send
an astronaut to Mars or any other place in the known solar system.
Hawking argued what ultimately set the
heliocentric model apart from the geo-centric was
the Sun centered model provided a “simpler, more
elegant” explanation for planetary motion while the
Earth centered model required Ptolemy
posit something in to existence that did not in fact
exist: epicycles (see diagram on the right). When
the earth spins on its axis the planets, unlike the
stars, appear as though they are moving back and
forth. In reality the Earth is simply rotating making
the other planets appear to be moving back and
forth in a series of fictitious epi-cycles. The ancient
Greeks and the Europeans of the Renaissance
didn’t realize the Earth rotated.129
Conclusion
The implication of Hawking’s thinking is the following: it seems almost incidental planets in fact
orbit around the Sun as opposed to zig-zag in fictional epicycles. Both models are functional and
are usable to make successful predictions about where planets will be and when they will be there;
it just so happens that the Copernican view is preferable because it does not postulate things into
existence (like flat or immovable earths) just for the sake of making theory match
observation. Some critics claim that model dependent realism is proof science is inherently
unreliable. Nothing is further from the truth. Save such criticisms for those systems or ideologies
that are incapable of changing to conform to the latest, best data. To change one’s thinking in light
of new evidence is wisdom, not folly, granting us a more powerful understanding of the Cosmos.

aliens into existence when it’s more likely the pyramids were constructed by the Egyptians through slave labor. Tens
of thousands of slaves working tirelessly for decades can be quite productive and pull a lot of weight. The “slave
hypothesis” is therefore a simpler, more elegant model of what happened compared to the the “alien hypothesis”.
127
The geo-centric view (proposed by Ptolemy) described an earth-centered system where the planets and Sun
orbited us; however, the helio-centric view (proposed by Copernicus) described the solar system as one in which the
Earth and all the planets orbited the Sun.
128
With that said, the geo-centric view did have some shortcomings, e.g. If Ptolemy was correct about everything
orbiting the Earth, then the Jovian moons could not possibly orbit Jupiter.
129
Aristarchus of Samos (310-230 BCE) was a Greek astronomer who proposed the Earth rotated on its axis and
revolved around the Sun; however, we didn’t acquire enough observational or theoretical evidence until Kepler,
th
th
Copernicus, Galileo and Newton in the 16 and 17 centuries to conclusively say the Earth rotated.
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The Role of Perception in Science: Logical Conjecture
“Science, my lad, is made up of mistakes, but they are mistakes which it is useful to make, because
they lead little by little to the truth.”—Jules Verne
Testing Assumptions around a Long-Established Model
In the 1930s, the Land Bridge Theory was the best available explanation for the settlement of North
America. Although the model had merit it still lacked the ability to be effectively tested. Models
incapable of either being either confirmed or falsified have more in common with speculation (or
magical thinking) than with genuine science. Effective models enable scientists to make
predictions; and if a prediction is confirmed it suggests the model is, at the very least,
approximately true; and over time the more evidence acquired in support of a model increases the
trustworthiness of that model.
Concrete evidence in support of the
Land Bridge Theory came in 1949
when chemist Willard Libby (19081980 AD) introduced the world
to radiocarbon dating. Radiocarbon
dating was the first reliable
technique for determining the
absolute age of carbon-based
(organic) objects. After radiocarbon
tests were conducted on
archaeological sites throughout
North America, it was established
that the oldest sites of human
settlement were on the West Coast
(just as the model predicted).

Figure 17 An illustration of the potential paths taken by North America’s
First Peoples from Siberia.

Scientists predicted the earliest settlements were located on the West Coast because the climate
there was comparatively more hospitable than that of the interior. Predictions like these are
developed in part through evidence gathering and logical conjecture, e.g. no people would settle, let
alone survive, in too harsh a climate (especially when better options existed on the coast). Another
piece of evidence favoring a coastal settlement hypothesis was the fact that during the most recent
ice age North America’s interior was not only too cold to support people but also unreachable due
to glaciers. By contrast people living in coastal settlements could take advantage of both the
abundance of fish/shellfish but also a climate made more livable by the influence of warm ocean
air. Scientists conjectured that the interior was gradually populated with the recession of the glaciers
about 11,700 years ago.
If the Land Bridge Theory had a weakness it was the assumption the Western Hemisphere was only
ever settled by humans once in the planet’s entire history. If there was only one migration event,
logically-speaking, Native Americans currently living in North America would be genetically
similar to people living in Siberia (the assumed source of the first initial migration to North
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America 13,000 years ago). In the 1970s, improvements in our understanding of genetics allowed
us to finally test this prediction.
Test results revealed Siberians and North America’s indigenous peoples did in fact belong to the
same haplogroup130 (and therefore shared a common ancestor in the not too distant past). The one
migration hypothesis seemed to be getting stronger and stronger with every subsequent piece of
evidence—logical, archaeological or genetic.
Logical Conjecture & Theory Construction
In his book The Grand Design, theoretical physicist Stephen Hawking observed scientists prefer
building theories that are simple and elegant over ones which are un-necessarily complex. At first
glance the Land Bridge Theory seems to fit Hawking’s requirements—it is simple, straightforward,
and supported by multiple lines of evidence. So what could possibly be wrong with such a theory?
Well, a theory is ultimately only as strong as the evidence in support of it; and since scientists do
not know everything they frequently have to make (logical) assumptions; and if experts do not
have all the information the assumptions they make might lead them to make mistakes or miss
important details. Despite the problem of not having all the information the scientific method is still
nonetheless a powerful tool of discovery. This is because when new evidence emerges we improve
our theories by changing them to take in to account the new information.
Logical conjecture is used whenever experts need to reach a tentative conclusion. In other words
conjecture acts as a temporary stepping stone towards a better understanding of things. Logical
conjecture is not quite the same thing as an educated guess. This is because when such conjecture is
used no guessing is attempted whatsoever. Rather, experts make use of the available evidence (you
need a concrete starting point) to make predictions of what probably happened, what is probably
happening, or what might happen.
The Power of Logical Conjecture: Hubble & Lemaître
Conjecture is a powerful tool: for example, while walking in an alley you notice a broken window
in the apartment building to your right. You see shards of glass and a baseball on the ground. If you
were just guessing at what broke the window you’d resort to a claim not supported by the available
evidence, e.g. powerful sound waves broke the window. Though it isn’t impossible sound was
responsible for the damage, it is not supported by the available evidence (the source of such a sound
is absent). Also, invoking Ockham’s Razor (or the notion the “simplest explanation is the most
likely”) we can assume the cause of the broken glass is probably not so dramatic.

130

Haplogroup: hapotype a group of genes in an organism that are inherited together from a single parent, and a
haplogroup is a group of similar haplotypes that share a common ancestor, e.g. any specific mutation that occurred in
that ancestor will be present in all of their descendants (forming a group). Ultimately, all members of the same
haplogroup share a set of genes in common making them distinct in certain ways from other such groups.
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When using logical conjecture you do not guess:
you begin with what evidence you have (a ball,
shards of glass nearby) and move towards
generating a more reasonable conclusion like a
thrown ball probably broke the window. This
explanation, compared to the sound
hypothesis, is simpler and more likely. But is it
the only possible explanation? No. Yet, it
appears to be the only one supported by the
available evidence; and we use this information
to construct a predictive model.
Logical conjecture is useful for helping us
organize small pieces of evidence in to a ‘bigger
picture”. Specifically, it allows us to complete a
puzzle even though many pieces of the puzzle
might be missing.
For example, in 1924 astrophysicist Edwin
Hubble (1889-1953 AD) observed that some
galaxies appeared to be “blue-ish” while others
appeared “red-ish”. Hubble was initially
confused by what he was observing; however,
he knew that both light and sound traveled as
waves. In the case of sound, sound waves travel
differently depending upon whether or not the
sound is moving away from as opposed to towards an observer. This well-known phenomenon is
called the Doppler Effect. Hubble used his understanding of sound and extrapolated that light, too,
followed the principle of the Doppler Effect; that is, objects moving away from an observer cast red
light while objects moving towards an observer cast blue. Physicists call this confirmed
phenomenon “red shift.”
In 1927, astronomer Henri Joseph Édouard Lemaître (1894-1966) built on the work of Hubble. He
conjectured that since galaxies were moving away from one another that at some time in the distant
past galaxies must have been closer together, even occupying a single point in space. Putting it
another way: since galaxies are clearly moving away from us it is logical to conjecture that space is
expanding and everything at some time in the distant past occupied a single point. 131

131

Based on the observable evidence it appears the universe is expanding at an accelerated rate. Also, it should be
noted that the universe isn’t expanding into anything. Space itself is literally expanding, i.e. there is nothing “outside”
the Cosmos; moreover, the Cosmos didn’t “explode” in some sort of conventional explosion; rather, it simply
“expanded” quickly.
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The idea of an expanding
universe is an idea most of us
find reasonable or take for
granted today. Yet, prior to
Lemaître’s work the vast
majority of astrophysicists
(including Albert Einstein)
believed the universe was in
fact static, immovable, set in
place “as is.” (Most physicists
also figured the universe did
not have a distinct beginning
but rather simply “always
was.”) Lemaître’s work led to
the eventual development of
the Big Bang Theory.
The Big Bang Theory is all
fine and good, but what does
it have to do with our
discussion regarding logical
conjecture? Well, we cannot actually go back in to the past and see the Big Bang occurring.
Therefore, we use the available evidence—red shifted galaxies, the predicted and observed
abundance of light elements like helium, and the cosmic background radiation for instance 132 —
deducing all matter at some point in the distant past occupied a single point, eventually exploding in
to the expanding universe we observe today. Stephen Hawking’s work with black holes in the
1960s actually established a theoretical framework for the universe not only having a definite
beginning but that the universe emerged out of literally “nothing”. 133 These conclusions were not
guessed at; they are the products of a disciplined use of logic, mathematics, and the observational
evidence.
The Necessity of Gathering More Evidence
No method of reasoning or evidence gathering is perfect: a theory is only as good as the evidence
acquired in support of it. If experts are missing critical pieces of information their models will lack
accuracy. Such theories might even lead one to make false assumptions about reality.
For example, let’s return our attention to an alley (see image below). When we formed our first
hypothesis, e.g. the ball broke the window, etc. we weren’t aware of several other vital pieces of
information. When we examine the scene more closely we discover a cat was hiding behind a
garbage can where we also find a broken pot and plant. This new evidence requires we return to our
132

The Big Bang theory predicts that during the first few moments of the expansion light elements like helium should
have been created. The theory predicts 25% of the matter in the universe should be primeval helium. This prediction
has been confirmed. Also, astrophysicists have observed cosmic microwave background (CMB) in space; this is a faint
energy permeating the universe which is not associated with any star, galaxy or object.
133
Stephen Hawking, The Grand Design, p.180.
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original hypothesis: specifically, our assumption that the ball broke the window is now not the only
reasonable explanation for what happened.
Based on this new information we would be justified in forming a second hypothesis, e.g. the cat
knocked the plant through the window above. Which hypothesis is correct? Until both hypotheses
are falsified we don’t actually know which model to use (both models are useful in their own way).
Ultimately, hypotheses are only useful starting points to begin an investigation.

The biggest problem with logical conjecture is that in order to use it we have to make additional or
secondary assumptions. To this end our understanding of particle physics has improved over the
past century of study; however, we do not know everything there is to know about this field. Yet,
we are still developing some pretty interesting technologies using the Standard Model of physics,
e.g. GPS, space travel, satellites, etc. Nonetheless, some humility is in order; that is, when we are
too confident in the explanatory power of a theory we risk becoming blind (failing to either improve
our existing understanding or see how that understanding might be flawed).
The Problem with Inheriting Assumptions
In the previous section, I mentioned how most people simply take it for granted that the Big Bang is
a fact. Why do the majority of people accept it as true? Based on the evidence? Perhaps. Though to
be honest I’m not so sure. The theory itself is simple enough to grasp yet how many are actually
acquainted with the supporting evidence like “red shift” or the “cosmic background radiation”? In
my honest opinion, the theory has been around for so long, and is so well-established in the parent
culture I’m convinced most of us just grow up believing in it (rather than understanding) the Big
Bang is an accurate description of the universe’s origins. That is a problem. You don’t believe in
science or theories. You accept or you reject theories and models on the basis of an honest and
critical assessment of the available evidence. However, this is not how our brains work; 134 we tend
134

In the divided brain stem, there are roughly fifteen to twenty-five thousand dopamine-producing neurons on each
side shooting out long axons connecting to other parts of the brain. These neurons stimulate the release of dopamine
whenever it is determined that a received reward is more than expected, which causes the individual to repeat the
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to believe in things because of the perception of a reward, and it is a mistake to confuse belief for
genuine understanding; these two things are quite different. Science writer Michael Shermer
describes our capacity to believe rather than understand in his book The Believing Brain:
A common myth most of us intuitively accept is that there is a negative correlation
between intelligence and belief: as intelligence goes up belief in superstition or magic
goes down. This, in fact, turns out not to be the case, especially as you move up the IQ
spectrum. In professions in which everyone is above average IQ (doctors, lawyers,
engineers, and so forth), there is no relationship between intelligence and success
because at that level other variables come into play that determine career outcomes
(ambition, time allocation, social skills, networking, luck, and so on). Similarly, when
people encounter claims that they know little about (which is most claims for most of
us), intelligence is usually not a factor in belief, with one exception: once people
commit to a belief, the smarter they are the better they are at rationalizing those beliefs.
Thus: smart people believe weird things because they are skilled at defending beliefs
they arrived at for non-smart reasons.
Most people, most of the time, arrive at their beliefs for a host of reasons involving
personality and temperament, family dynamics and cultural background, parents and
siblings, peer groups and teachers, education and books, mentors and heroes, and
various life experiences, very few of which have anything to do at all with intelligence.
The Enlightenment ideal of Homo rationalis has us sitting down before a table of facts,
weighing them in the balance pro and con, and then employing logic and reason to
determine which set of facts best supports this or that theory. This is not at all how we
form beliefs. What happens is the facts of the world are filtered by our brains through
the colored lenses of worldviews, paradigms, theories, hypotheses, conjectures,
hunches, biases, and prejudices we have accumulated through living. We then sort
through the facts and select those that confirm that we already believe and ignore or
rationalize away those that contradict our beliefs. 135
With this in mind, let’s return our attention back to the Land Bridge Theory.
According to the earliest versions of the Land Bridge Theory there was only ever one migration of
people from Asia to North America. Only one. Even the evidence in our possession as recently as
the 1990s seemed to support the one-migration view. But what are scholars saying about it in 2017?
Can we still learn anything new about how the North, South and Central America were populated? I
guarantee we have not searched every inch of land. There are still important discoveries to make.
Therefore, it seems to me incredibly likely we’ll discover archaeological sites older than 13,000
years of age (and, as coincidence would have it, we have). 136 As it turns out, there’s compelling

behavior. The release of dopamine is a form of information, a message telling the organism “Do that again”.
Dopamine produces the sensation of pleasure accompanying mastering a task or accomplishing a goal, which makes
the organism want to repeat the behavior, whether it is pressing a bar, pecking a key, pulling a slot machine, or having
a cherished belief confirmed. You get a hit (a reinforcement) and your brain gets a hit of dopamine. Behavior—
Reinforcement—Behavior. Repeat Sequence. Michael Shermer, The Believing Brain, p. 118.
135
Michael Shermer, The Believing Brain, p.35-36.
136
Charles Mann, 1491, p.19.
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evidence that areas in South America were occupied by human beings as early as 20,000 years or
more ago.
Sometimes when we think we’ve answered a question once and for all, or when we stop asking
meaningful questions, we grow overly confident in our theories; and that confidence frequently gets
us in to trouble; this is because when theories cease being accepted on the basis of evidence alone,
and instead become something simply believed in, the affected scientist becomes less willing (or,
worse still, less capable) of conceiving of alternate explanations.
For example, if I believe there was only one migration event then the evidence of a settlement
(dated to 20,000 BCE) risks being either missed or ignored: expectation blinds us to the possibility
reality is different than what we were taught; and when we believe in theories too strongly bias
makes us incapable of seeing the forest for the trees.
Successfully Challenging the Land Bridge Theory
If you took a history or social studies class in North America over the past several decades, it is
likely you’ve been taught one or both of the following ideas:


Prior to the arrival of Columbus in 1492 AD the “New World” (North America) was an
untamed wilderness.



The few people who lived in North America before the arrival of Europeans were
unremarkable.

Now if I were taught (and believed) these two ideas accurately described the settlement process
of North America, the one migration hypothesis becomes more plausible: nonetheless, practicing
good science requires we do not become overly beholden or believe in any one idea.137
The Land Bridge Theory started coming under fire in 1997 when an archaeological dig in Southern
Chile (see Chinchihuapi Creek at Monte Verde) revealed compelling evidence of human habitation
much earlier than 13,000 thousand years ago. Scientists initially struggled to reconcile this new
information with the existing Land Bridge Theory as it was first presented. According to the
original theory this ancient Chilean civilization should not have even existed… Yet, exist it did.
Scientists have subsequently conjectured that the early settlers of Chile must have made the journey
southward before the ice-free corridor ever appeared (if it ever appeared at all—new evidence has
137

English physicists were reluctant to accept Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity when it was first proposed in
1915. For three centuries Isaac Newton’s mechanics explained everything. Thus, physicists ignored Einstein’s
challenge until Arthur Eddington confirmed by observation one of relativity’s chief predictions in 1919, e.g. light bent
due to massive objects (gravity). Newton was unseated by Einstein. Strangely, despite changing our fundamental
understanding of physics, Einstein never received a Nobel Prize for relativity. This reflects the bitterness felt by
some English members of the scientific community. These traditionally-minded scientists at the time of Einstein, like
the priests of Galileo’s day, were upset that their comfort, certainty, and sacred truths were successfully challenged.
We must not be scared of the truth; we must question any and every authority—scientific or otherwise. We must go
where the evidence takes us remaining skeptical of even our best established theories. The importance
of skepticism cannot be over-stated: questioning established wisdom is the only means to grow in our knowledge and
understanding of the world. Walter Isaacson, Einstein: His Life and Times, p.255-262.
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emerged even placing the existence of an ice-free corridor idea in to doubt); 138 moreover, there
appears to be a haplogroup of a people living in the interior of South America that does not match
up with Siberian peoples; therefore, it is logical to conclude there must have been at least two
separate settlement/migration events.

Figure 18 A depiction of some of the proposed routes taken by early settlers to North
America.

In his book 1491, science writer Charles C. Mann observed that “[given] the near impossibility of
surpassing the glaciers without the corridor, some archaeologists suggested the first Americans
must have arrived twenty thousand years ago, when the ice pack was smaller. Or even earlier than
that—the Chilean site had suggestive evidence of artifacts more than thirty thousand years old. Or
perhaps the first Indians traveled by boat, and didn’t need the land bridge. Or maybe they arrived
via Australia, passing the South Pole”.139 Although confidence in the Land Bridge Theory has been
shaken by new evidence the model itself has not been discarded. Despite the theory’s apparent
shortcomings it nonetheless still has explanatory power, e.g. we can still use it to describe the
most recent human migration event to North America (which will form part of a bigger, more
encompassing theory in the future). For this reason the theory is changing to accommodate the new
findings like the archaeological sites in Chile and elsewhere. Again, to quote Charles Mann,
“Scientists do not necessarily agree on all of the details; some scientists have theorized that the
Americas may have been hit with as many as five waves of settlement before Columbus, with the
earliest occurring as much as fifty thousand years ago. In many versions, though, today’s Indians
are seen [comparatively speaking] as relative latecomers”. 140

138

See www.geotimes.org/feb04/feature_Revisited.html.
Charles Mann, 1491, p.19.
140
Mann, p.19.
139
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I’m Not a Scientist I Just Play One on TV
“It’s discouraging to think how many people are shocked by honesty and how few by deceit.”—
Noel Coward
November 24, 2009, was the 150th anniversary of the publishing of Charles Darwin’s controversial
book Origin of Species. Around this time I downloaded and listened to a series of podcasts on
Darwin’s life from the CBC show Ideas.141 Darwin is fascinating to me personally mainly because
he’s such a polarizing figure—depending what you think going into reading his ideas on evolution
it seems you either hate or love the man. The reality is both he and his theories on the origins of life
are generally misunderstood.
Within the world of science,
Darwin is considered at least a
important and revolutionary a
thinker as either Isaac Newton or
Albert Einstein. However, his
biological theory of transmutation
or “descent through modification”
(typically called the theory of
evolution) has made Darwin a
villain in the minds of many nonscientists. Three years ago I heard
a pastor criticize Darwin in front of
Figure 19 A Nazi book burning rally in Nuremberg (1934).
an assembly of young people. I
remember the talk primarily because
he raised a copy of Darwin’s Origin declaring in self-righteous indignation “every copy of this book
should be burned”. The pastor’s words reminded of the German poet Heinrich Heine’s warning that
“where they have burned books, they will end in burning human beings”. 142 Darwin doesn’t scare
me, people who want to burn books do.
Over the past two decades I’ve noticed an increase in the type and nature of attacks on Charles
Darwin. The pastor’s comment was admittedly distressing. Fortunately his influence on the
assembly was minimal. I’m more concerned about what celebrities like Anne Coulter or Kirk
Cameron have to say. They speak with the same ignorance, just to larger audiences. Both Coulter
(an articulate and presumably capable lawyer) and Cameron (an actor) have taken issue with the
teaching of evolution in schools; yet, they don’t attack evolution, they attack Darwin himself.
Cameron has asserted Charles Darwin helped develop the political philosophy of Social
Darwinism.143 The reality is this pseudo-science formed independently and despite of Darwin. Facts
141

http://www.cbc.ca/player/play/1515861114
Henrich Heine, Alamaron (play), published 1821.
143
Social Darwinism is a pseudo-scientific ideology based upon a narrow (and incorrect) interpretation of evolution’s
significance. Racist thinkers like Arthur de Gobineau (1816-1882) and Cesare Lombroso (1835-1909 AD) appealed to
Darwin’s theory in order to scientifically validate the idea of superior or inferior peoples. They argued one was born a
criminal and that certain people should not be allowed to breed. Hans Frank, the Minister of Justice for the Third
142
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don’t concern the likes of either Cameron or Coulter. Both use logical fallacies, distortion, etc. to
take advantage of the average person’s ignorance about the English naturalist; and in so doing they
hope to convince people to reject the theory before giving it an honest hearing. Why do I take issue
with this? I don’t take issue with it because I necessarily want to defend evolution; it requires no
defence from me. I’m worried because if the narrative surrounding Darwin can be so easily rewritten or mis-represented, what’s the next chapter of history to be re-written? 144
Cameron’s Unlikely Villain
In one of his many innocuous YouTube videos145, Kirk Cameron claimed Darwin was a racist and
hated women. Cameron furthered attempted to discredit Darwin by associating Adolf Hitler with
evolution. I'm not entirely sure what Hitler believing in evolution (which he didn't, really, as I'll
demonstrate later) has to do with anything; nonetheless, I didn’t get all dressed up for nothing. I’m
going to break down Cameron’s claims one by one:
Conscious or not Cameron is making use of a common logical
fallacy called argumentum ad hominem (more commonly known
as “attacking the man”). By claiming Darwin is a bad man
Cameron hopes to establish the evolution itself is somehow
bad. If you attack the man, you diminish his ideas…well, not
really. Although this tactic is childish, it’s surprisingly effective.
Consider how successful the far-right in the United States was in
convincing a lot of Americans that President Obama wasn’t a
Christian but a Muslim, not a democrat but a fascist.146 There are
all sorts of videos/websites dedicated to proving Obama was the
anti-Christ, as well. Worse still he might not even be an
Reich in 1938, declared as much in a speech: “National Socialism regards degeneracy as an immensely important
source of criminal activity…in an individual, degeneracy signifies exclusion form the normal “genus” of the decent
nation. This state of being degenerate or egenerate, this different or alien quality, tends to be rooted in
miscegenation between a decent representative of his race and an individual of inferior racial stock. To us National
Socialists, criminal biology, or the theory of congenital criminality, connotes a link between racial decadence and
criminal manifestations.” Darwin rejected any notion that evolution implied any particular race was better than the
next. The reality is one of the main reasons he undertook to study life’s origins was in fact to scientifically establish the
opposite: people of every race are descended from a single, shared ancestor and that racial variation doesn’t imply
either superiority or inferiority; it implies variety (and that’s it). Daniel Pick, Faces of Degeneration, p.27-28.
144
Will we re-write history by officially accepting the assertion that the Holocaust never happened? James Keegstra, a
teacher of dubious intention and quality, taught Holocaust denial for ten years in a Red Deer, Alberta, history
classroom. Teachers are required to teach consensus views in history and science. Journalists, lawyers, and former
child stars apparently have no such constriction.
145
The video has since been removed; however, you can see some similar arguments if you go to the following link
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzJtwieiMwE). Cameron was part of an effort to debunk evolution by publishing
an edition of Origin of Species with a 50 page preface explaining all the problems with Darwin’s thinking. There’s
nothing wrong with criticising the theory, yet there are problems with this edition, in that, Darwin’s views on women,
race, etc. are misrepresented and the preface’s authors conflate Darwin with Nazism. What Darwin’s critics don’t
articulate in this preface is that the Nazis actually burned copies of Origin of Species during one of their book burning
th
rallies in 1934 Nuremberg and that he was trying to delegitimize the 19 century justifications for slavery.
146
If you look closely at the image conflating Obama and fascism, you’ll notice three historical figures in the
background (none of whom were fascists), e.g. from left to right Karl Marx, Vladimir Lenin, and Mao-tse-tung, etc. all
of whom were communists. Fascism and communism are categorically different ideologies in terms of aims and
purposes.
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American! All you have to do is put together a website and claim he’s not American and *poof* his
country of origin becomes Kenya.
The reality is that even if Darwin were an unsavoury character (which he was not) he still might
have something useful to say. Evolution, like all scientific theories, stands or falls based on the
existence of supporting evidence, whether the theory makes accurate predictions, and whether the
theory is ultimately falsifiable. Darwin’s theory does not depend upon his good standing at the
cricket club for its validity.
Cameron also makes use of another logical fallacy in argumentation called ‘poisoning the well’. For
example, Cameron asserted Hitler believed in evolution. 147 Hitler also killed a gazillion people.148
Therefore, people who accept evolution (like you or the biology teacher at the local public
school) are also bad. If someone has ever asked you the standard anti-evolution question, “If
evolution is true then why do monkeys still exist?” you’ve got first-hand experience with the well
being poisoned.149 By equating genocide with acceptance of evolution Cameron hopes to pressure
us into rejecting Darwin’s theory outright. Regrettably for Cameron though is we have these things
called books that we can read to confirm or disprove his assertions.
Darwin a Racist?
According to Cameron, Charles Darwin was a racist. What is Cameron’s proof? Cameron, a person
who couldn’t pass the entrance requirements for kindergarten—like my ad hominem attack there?—
connects Darwin the man to a grotesque mis-application of his theory called Social Darwinism.
Throughout history Social Darwinists have used Darwin’s ideas to "scientifically" justify racism.
For instance, Darwin used the phrase “natural selection” to describe how some creatures are
selected by nature to live while some die. Creatures that survive live long enough to reproduce pass
on their genes to the next generation. However, less fortunate creatures are selected by nature to
147

Hitler was as selective in his understanding of evolution as he was in his understanding of history.
So many people makes use of the “Hitler argument” to poison the well it has been given its own logical fallacy
name, e.g. Reductio ad Hitlerum.
149
I confess it took me a while to figure out exactly what critics were asking by the question “If evolution is true then
why do monkeys still exist?” From what I can tell critics imply evolution demands the following: human beings evolved
from monkeys; therefore, monkeys must disappear and be replaced entirely by people. People who think along these
lines are grossly misinformed, i.e. evolution doesn’t posit we come from monkeys but rather we share an ancestor in
common; that is, at some point in the distant past monkeys went one way and the ancestors of modern humans
branched off and went another. In 2005 a scientific paper confirmed the “common ancestor” hypothesis, i.e.
Chimpanzees have 48 chromosomes and humans 46. If we’re related, we should have the same total number of
chromosomes. The study established that this is the case: one of our chromosomes is actually two chromosomes
fused together; this fusion dropped our total number from 48 to 46 (while preserving the original primate
information). The paper states: “Chromosome 2 is unique to the human lineage of evolution, having emerged as the
result of head-to-head fusion of two chromosomes that remained separate in other primates.” In fact, the molecular
evidence for the fusion point is so strong that we can actually identify the exact region where the two chromosome
tips were combined, where the two primate chromosomes were pasted together. Human chromosome 2 does indeed
contain telomere DNA at its middle, at the fusion point, and it carries two centromere sequences corresponding to the
centromeres from chimpanzee chromosomes 12 and 13. Furthermore, the genes on human chromosome 2 are
arranged in an almost exact match for the patterns of corresponding genes on the two chimp chromosomes. So clear
is the match, in fact, scientists working on the chimpanzee genome have now changed the numbering of chimp
chromosomes 12 and 13 to chromosomes 2A and 2B, to match the human chromosome to which they correspond.
The forensic case of the missing chromosome is settled beyond any doubt. Ken Miller, Only a Theory, p.105-107.
148
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die; and since the dead do not reproduce their genes do not get passed on to the next generation.
Thus, over time a general increase in the frequency of the successful creatures’ genes shapes the
entire specie with a resultant change in overall morphology (or appearance) of that species.
Evolution, in fact, is all a reflection of gene frequencies and general populations.
Darwin did not regard natural selection as a directed process—it was, as David Hume might say,
just a brute fact. In reality, the majority of evolutionary biologists today view natural selection as a
mechanism akin to trial and error. There’s no ultimate purpose or meaning to it. In fact, if you were
to start the whole process of life evolving all over again there’s no guarantee human beings would
evolve again, i.e. Richard Lenski’s work with e. coli.150
Social Darwinists (SD), on the other hand, believe wrongly natural selection is somehow driven by
purpose or providence. One of the more notorious SD proponents, George Vacher de Pouge,
believed natural selection could be helped along so as to purify or make the human race stronger. I
remember coming across one of his more peculiar arguments while taking a history of ideas class
from Professors Stewart and Grogin at the University of Saskatchewan in the early 1990s. De
Pouge insisted the government of France should give free alcohol to all the poor people. The idea
was to turn the poor into a bunch of homicidal drunks who would kill one another thereby thinning
the herd making more room for those that were more fit to live (like, say, the wealthy who were the
ones creating and believing in SD). According to Cameron, therefore, Darwin was a man who
prescribed to such principles as racial purity, master races, institutionalized slavery, even genocide.
The problem with Cameron’s claim is Darwin didn’t actually
develop the philosophy of Social Darwinism—Herbert
Spencer, Ernst Haeckl, de Pouge, H. S. Chamberlain and a
handful of other likeminded racists did. Herbert Spencer
(1820-1903 AD) was an English journalist who believed
evolutionary theory could be properly applied to solve
various problems like unemployment, disease, and poverty,
etc. then confronting Victorian England. Spencer conceived
of society as one large organism best improved through
natural selection; and it was he (not Darwin) who coined the
phrase “survival of the fittest”.151
I see no reason to believe Darwin would’ve disagreed with
Spencer’s famous phrase so much as with the journalist’s
interpretation; that is, Spencer used evolution to add an air of
scientific legitimacy to pre-existing beliefs in the superiority
Figure 20 Herbert Spencer
of white Europeans; moreover, Spencer was attempting to
justify the class system then (and still) in place in England.
Spencer might say something like, “The poor ought not to be helped in any way because doing so
would only encourage the survival of the weak; and this hurts the overall fitness and strength of the
150

http://myxo.css.msu.edu/ecoli/
Spencer’s use of survival of the fittest implies an aggressive, inescapable intention to selection whereas Darwin saw
selection as a non-directed force of trial and error. Thus, a Social Darwinist like Hitler helping natural selection along
through the use of gas chambers absolutely contradicted Darwin’s own understanding of the concept.
151
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human race”. Darwin, I assure you, would not have agreed with this interpretation of natural
selection.
Darwin knew Mr. Spencer personally. They corresponded. For his part the English naturalist
considered Spencer remarkably intelligent. However, there was something about the journalist
Darwin did not like. In particular, Darwin did not like Spencer’s tendency to mistake his own
personal (a priori) conclusions on matters like evolution for scientific fact. In his autobiography,
Darwin provided the following description of Mr. Spencer:
…Spencer`s conversation seemed to me very interesting but I did not like him
particularly, and did not feel that I could easily have become intimate with him. I think
that he was extremely egotistical. After reading any of his books, I generally feel
enthusiastic admiration for his transcendent talents, and have often wondered whether in
the distant future he would rank with such great men as Descartes, Leibniz, etc., about
whom, however, I know very little. Nevertheless I am not conscious of having profited
in my own work by Spencer’s writings. His deductive manner of treating every subject
is wholly opposed to my frame of mind. His conclusions never convince me: and over
and over again I have said to myself, after reading one of his discussions,—fundamental
generalizations (which have been compared in importance by some persons with
Newton’s laws!)—which I daresay may be very valuable under a philosophical [my
emphasis] point of view, are of such a nature that they do not seem to me to be of any
strictly scientific [again my emphasis] use. They partake more of the nature of
definitions than of laws of nature. They do not aid one in predicting what will happen in
any particular case. Anyhow they have not been of any use to me. 152
To put it simply, Darwin did not believe in making claims going beyond what the scientific
method—when properly exercised—could establish. Though undoubtedly a learned man in his own
right, Spencer committed an error many intelligent people do: they think their personal genius alone
sufficient to interpret theories and history.
Darwin & Slavery
In 1861, Charles Darwin sent a letter to the American botanist and slavery-abolitionist Asa
Gray. Gray (1810-1888), like Darwin, opposed and found slavery completely repellant. In the
1860s, the United States still had slavery in the southern states like Mississippi and Alabama. In
1861, the American Civil War broke out between the North and the South. The North (states like
Vermont, New York) fought for several reasons one of which was to end slavery. The South (states
like Florida, Georgia) fought for many different reasons one of which was to preserve slavery.
Darwin came clearly down on the side of the North. He hated the idea of any man—regardless of
color—being enslaved to any other man. Here’s an excerpt from one his letters to Mr. Gray:
I never knew the newspapers so profoundly interesting. North America does not do
England justice [the historical record clearly shows that England officially supported the
South in order to weaken the United States] I have not seen or heard of a soul who is not
with the North. Some few, and I am one, even wish to God, though at the loss of
millions of lives, that the North would proclaim a crusade against Slavery. In the long
152

Charles Darwin, Autobiography of Charles Darwin, p.90.
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run, a million horrid deaths would be amply be repaid in the cause of humanity. What
wonderful times we live in…Great God how I should like to see the greatest curse on
Earth Slavery abolished.153
Strike one for the former child star establishing Mr. Darwin as a racist. In fact, one of Darwin’s
purposes for the publication of Origin of Species was to establish that all people—regardless of
race—shared common ancestry. If it could be scientifically proven black, white, yellow, red and
people of all colours in between, shared a common ancestor the philosophies and ideas supporting
the slavery (and by extension racism) would collapse. Darwin established exactly that through his
theory of common descent.
Slavery: The Real Story
Pro-slavery states justified the continuance of slavery not on the basis of Darwin’s ideas but upon a
good old-fashioned mixture of religious conviction and racism. In the 21 st century, most (though not
all) reasonable people would acknowledge Christianity is incompatible with slavery; however, in
1810 it would be an entirely different matter altogether: neither Jesus nor Paul or Peter (or anyone
else of any significance in either the Torah or New Testament) said slavery should be abolished.
Actually, both St. Peter and the Apostle Paul are quoted as saying “slaves be obedient to your
masters” (Ephesians 6:5, Colossians 3:22). Instead of finding passages opposed to slavery, you’ll
find passages where slavery is justified by pre-19th century Christian theology. In particular,
Genesis 9:25-27 where Noah says “Cursed be Canaan! The lowest of slaves will he be to his
brothers”. He also said, “Blessed be the Lord, the God of Shem! May Canaan be the slave of Shem;
may Japeth live in the tents of Shem and may Canaan be his slave”. Canaan was believed to be a
dark-skinned person who lived in Africa; therefore, enslaving Africans was religiously
justifiable.154
If you’re of the mind slavery contradicts the spirit of Jesus’ teachings you’re probably right.
Abolitionists were mainly Christians who appealed to such statements made by the Apostle Paul
like there is neither Jew nor Gentile, slave nor freeman (Galatians 3:28). Also Jesus’ obvious
affinity for the down-trodden and the outcasts of society is well-documented
(Mark 2:16, Luke 19:9).155
Unfortunately, any person can take any philosophy and make it say whatever he/she/child actor
wants it to say. This is one of the reasons I love science: science, unlike other ways of knowing, is a
self-correcting way of knowing basing its claims fully upon observable phenomena, evidence, logic,
proof, reason, and testability. Certainly there are times when individual scientists err. Nevertheless,
in the end the scientific method makes sure we get the facts (at least as we understand them at the
time) right. If you make a false claim it gets weeded out; and no matter how rich or powerful you
are you cannot establish a claim as true unless it’s supported by the evidence. In the end, truth
cannot be bought; it exists independently of belief; a claim does not become true if you have
repeated it more than once or if you have yelled it really, really loud over your opponent’s protests.
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Ricardo Brown, Until Darwin, Science, Human Variety and the Origins of Race, p.144-145.
You can read about this in detail at the following site: http://www.religioustolerance.org/chr_slav1.htm.
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When the teachers of the law who were Pharisees saw him eating with the sinners and tax collectors, they asked
his disciples: “Why does he eat with tax collectors and sinners?” On hearing this, Jesus said to them, “It is not the
healthy who need a doctor, but the sick. I have not come to call the righteous, but sinners”.
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So what is evolution exactly if it isn’t giving poor people alcohol so they might kill one another in
drunken fits of rage like Mr. Pouge recommended? I’ll take a direct quote from evolutionary
biologist Ken Miller’s book Finding Darwin’s God for a brief description (by the way Miller is a
theist and accepts evolution, too):
At its heart, evolution is a modest idea, a minimal concept, just two points, really. First,
the roots of the present [life forms] are found in the past; and second, natural processes,
observable today, fully explain the biological connections between past and present. On
purely scientific terms, those two points leave very little to argue about. 156
That’s it. It’s a simple theory. Elegant even. It is a theory asserting life/biological systems are
changing over an enormous period of time. Nowhere in the Origin of Species are you going to find
phrases like “master race” or “racial purity”. To be honest Hitler didn’t need Darwin to justify the
hatred of Jews. Social Darwinism wasn’t the only pseudo-science to come out of the mis-use of
evolution: two other pseudo-sciences emerged—ethnology (study of ethnic groups and ancestry)
and eugenics (study of racial purity).
Darwin developed no concept of racial purity. In reality, his theory implies every creature on the
planet has in fact evolved over an equally long time span; there’s no validity to saying cats are more
evolved than corn. They've simply taken different paths. Viewed in its own right racial purity is not
expressly a scientific idea, in that, you cannot test “purity” because it is a judgement of value and
therefore unscientific. You cannot objectively determine one race is overall better than another. You
absolutely can measure objective differences between the races comparing the DNA of black to
white, red to yellow people, etc. Yet, any assertion that the round eye of the European is superior to
the slanted eye of the Asian is not only irrational but stupid, as well. 157
My Struggle Reading Hitler’s Book
Drawing concrete parallels between Adolf Hitler’s weltenshauung (“world-view”) and Darwin’s
work is absurd. Hitler was a power hungry man, a Social Darwinist, a “man of prey” in the
Nietzschean sense.158 He was a rabid racist and nationalist. He lacked objectivity and possessed at
best a confused view of history. Hitler saw providence (God) giving him a divine task (to rebuild
and bring glory to the German master race). Based on all of this Hitler had more in common with
Spencer and Pouge than he did with Darwin. The following is an excerpt from Hitler’s book Mein
Kampff:
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Ken Miller, Finding Darwin’s God, p.174.
Liberals would have us believe race doesn’t exist at all. This would be an over-simplification. When it comes to
medical interventions race certainly is considered an important factor. For example, individuals descended from east
African populations may carry a gene making it difficult for their blood to clot. Thus, it makes sense for a doctor to
consider an individual’s genetic make-up when it comes to prescribing certain medications or undertaking certain
procedures. Author Dr. Steven Novella discusses this nuance to race on the podcast Skeptic’s Guide to the Universe
(episode 577): http://www.theskepticsguide.org/podcast/sgu/577.
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The thinking of philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900 AD) was often used by men like Hitler to justify Nazi
ideology and anti-Semitism. Nietzsche actually abhorred the idea of anti-Semitism and would have been critical of
Hitler’s blind nationalism. See the following course: Will to Power: The Philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche, “Nietzsche’s
Top Ten” (The Great Courses). In other words, Hitler mis-represented Nietzsche in the same sense he mis-applied and
misunderstood Darwin.
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“The undermining of the existence of human culture by the destruction of its bearer in
the eyes of a folkish philosophy the most execrable crime. Anyone who dares to lay
hands on the highest image of the Lord commits sacrilege against the benevolent
Creator of this miracle and contributes to the expulsion from paradise”. 159
I’ve taken the liberty of translating Hitler’s nonsense here as best I could to make it readable.
Contrary to what popular culture asserts Hitler was not in fact a genius, definitely not a literary one.
He was passionate certainly, a true believer in his own greatness obviously, but a muddle-headed
man at the best of times.160 Now for the translation: “Allowing any inferior people (like the Jews for
instance) to dilute and hold back the only people (Germans) capable of creating culture is a crime.
Anybody who dares attempt to hold back or diminish the Lord’s greatest creation (Germans)
commits a crime against God and will be cast out of paradise.”
Here are a few additional quotes from Herr Hitler the so-called “atheist” and evolutionist:



What we must fight for is to safeguard the existence and reproduction of our race and our
people…so that our people may mature for the fulfillment of the mission allotted it by the
creator of the universe.161
Hence today I believe that I am acting in accordance with the will of the Almighty Creator:
by defending myself against the Jew [he apparently didn't get the irony that Jesus was a Jew
or he didn't get the memo], I am fighting for the work of the Lord. 162

The Nazi Party actually black-listed and banned Darwin’s Origin of Species.163 Darwin’s Origin,
Sigmund Freud’s Totem and Taboo, Thomas Mann’s Magic Mountain, Hellen Keller’s Miracle
Worker, etc. were all banned based on the following law:
All writings that ridicule, belittle or besmirch the Christian religion and its institution, faith in God,
or other things that are holy to the healthy sentiments of the Volk [German people].
Darwin was banned because evolution provided a challenge to creationism and traditional
religion/morality; it also established common descent making any “master race” hypothesis dead in
the water. Freud’s work was banned because he was a Jew promoting pacifism, liberalism, and
scientific materialism. Thomas Mann (a German author) was banded for writing books with themes
empathizing with the weak and questioning the wisdom of war; and Hellen Keller’s work was sent
to the flames because she was an “imperfect,” deaf and blind woman promoting understanding,
universalism, and love of everyone (not just people who belong to your particular tribe/nation).
I wonder: would Anne Coulter or Kirk Cameron like it if I were to make an argument like the
following: you believe in God? What?! Hitler believed in God! You’re a bad person! Nobody in
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Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampff, p.383.
Prime Minister Winston Churchill observed on more than one occasion how useful of an ally Hitler was because the
German dictator frequently interfered in making decisions in areas he clearly had no understanding, e.g. economics
and military tactics in particular.
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Adolf Hitler, p.214.
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Adolf Hitler, p.65.
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Additional pearls of wisdom from Hitler can be found here: http://www.talkorigins.org/indexcc/CA/CA006_1.html.
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their right mind would think this argument would have any validity; however, it is precisely this
line of faulty reasoning Coulter and Cameron utilize in an attempt to diminish Charles Darwin and
his theory. They “poison the well” launching childish ad hominem attacks to discourage people
from undertaking an honest examination of Darwin’s thinking. In closing, and for those who have a
real problem with Mr. Darwin, I’ll invoke some advice from Aristotle: it is the mark of an educated
mind to be able to entertain a thought without accepting it. You can study Darwin and scripture.
You can accept evolution and believe in God. Admittedly, evolution poses some challenges to
traditional beliefs and doctrines; however, if I might invoke Aristotle’s form to fashion my own
recommendation: it is the mark of a genuinely faithful person not to mistake blind dogmatism for
conviction.
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